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lavery ativocat., when that pbriet onlce•
nad a meaning sad as a .life-long The prisoners were give a good
lica.n who served in the Valeta Thanksgiving dinner at the jail by
Jailer Esker before starting uponrusty through the Civil war. I stall
at least not be suspected of prejudice their trip.
swum men of color as suck. Deputy Blades toe‘ back to Louis-
"i feel sure that only earefelly Os- 'vine from Atlanta. I
semin-sted enisisikwmatitia ii to the
Brownsville. Tea, Nov, ,9.—B*
cause of the apparent misunderstand-
ing ea portiose of the country of the
facts which called forth the order for
the discharge of the three companies
cif colored troop. recently stationed
here, sod in wew of the resulting
reticent of the prendent's count in
he matter. the Citizens committee ofeneeseeine recently requested Gen , prisoners were left until yesterday be.
A. B. Nettletoo. of Chicago, /Orme,' fore toeing taken sashay' as last week
seismal ecretary of the Treasury,' the washouts preventild•railroads from
running on schedule time, therefore
the deputy did not want to take
chances of starting and get laid out
on the road for days with his men.
Davis got a term for counterfeiting
Woolfort for receiving postage
stamps Richardson had stolen from
the posit:Ace at Mexico. Crittenden
county. Ky. while Richardson got a
sentence for breaking into the post-
acts can account for the present gross




ade after loch l excitement has
ed confirms in every particular con-
-,.ons reached by the two army
rs sent here by the war depart-
t an the strength of which the
ident took hia action. al well
the very clear and temperate state-
publishd iminediatly after the
y by Chaltertan -KtIly, of the
wnsvine Citizens' Committee.
ter sammarizink die facts, bith-
• rosblished, as lei if% 1;144 .of
citizen, the maiming Of a thief
lice, the firing of volleys into and
gh hotels, saloons alt many
res14a0s. anittitiitt'lWorieing
c fektX' to*. ;
s ?re • •
he waif easted evidence. contro-
by more, is that the colored
were treated wØ*
'derat i on with -whith d
•
-ifiPsiait*.acc'fOnio1f tCo
bite' Thiri en the other7 hand
est-conduct of some of them
often aggreasively,a,n4 eatbeless-
lent 'toward' whire 'Men and
n; that., there was no proyoca-
or the murderous raid by the
rs, iftifess it can be calle4 a
ation that the dainks among 
& McLaughlin. the railroads, the ii,ver mein of Contractor Chris Miller of
were Ortivided orith coal, Harbor No. 25 and the 'real Sixth and Trimble streets, at which, separate
n certain .saloons, and that estate interie-ts were represented at there will, Completely outlined theout
ecc.asiops indivdnal iusolçnce
the hearing. It is probable that, the .00liet 46 pursued by th first and
esented by individual citizens secretary of Aar will adopt the lines seed ward residents, if the West
f which happened to have been as gropo,cd. Maguey:a and pilots liave Ctiart sweet soiled doves move down
can federal. offifials 
much to lac thankful for, if employ- iitto ithatifortion of the city.
re was no riot and no street 
ment ie .considereki .under that head This evening each of the original. "" 
newspapersas many of Every pilot-who '¢esiree to wort is corny& " re will bring with them
o 
.P
on .some of the scores of boats winch several ds, the latter to include
ling theroccurrences. wasi
ire still down the river: After' The other resklents of these two wardsa most cowardly conspiracy to feje coal shipments, of 1.st eck who have nciegit,et had an opportun-, Ivotted and kill nnoffen No. as, vaae eig#e p' t on- ity to meet and offiliate *tit thearett allti'titildreti at t e, has be4t1 datited.: lots "Frontiersmen". It is expected thattght, defende,an al count on eatilig;Tha'siiste, w ,not g tonight's session will be one of thethey at the expense of crier shippers most rousing and interesting everttempted. Evidentk
shot was fired:" -., 4"-`"64-. _it...is seldom—in the- IneionY- wt,beid as prospects.bre for several hun-coal shipments by river that pilote dred to be in attendance.Oath:lees Pacers.... have been- at-home-oh 'Ttrattltsgillose Every portion of the city is becom-day. There was 6 feet of water at 'Mg throughly aroued to the issue,Dacia. dein hist night, and the and all look rortvard anxiously to theoar tWatifallingi ,The fiver iolie 3 action of judge Reed next week.The eig 46et ar.-Ortiri
2 011ie river. and falling.the -facts as f rid ' .---Heitarog Martin, white, and Fan-efAtliresent attempt on the, teweessamerea....... nie Joht+on, agolored, were arrestedtone to make martyrs oil Jealousy. is an explosive that has yesterdhy' an the charge of drunkee-the dlectiarged men! wrecked enany an air castle. • tleaS.
•
Nettleton's letter sharply
questidaa eewhat were ,the
ffi• rs jig t)47eiggel
4(1 t' 14. tie laid'
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would be appallin, if it were not gro-
tesque. The conspiracy of silence on
Put of all members of the battalion
I
prevents the government from punish-
ing the previous conspiracy of viol-
ence and murder, and the separation
of all alike from the service, which
they have disgraced, becomes in-
evitable."
"I believe no course other than the
one which the president has pursued.
*as, or is open to him. unless all
semblance of a decent discipline in
out army is to be ended.
Thew Wee No Riot and No Street
Rewe—ileanile Endorsee Actioes
of President
He is indeed a busy man who can





CAVE AND CARRIED AWAY
THREE MEN.
Each of Them Go to Federal Prison
At Atiaatak Go, for Crimes They
Have Committed
ow here on bessness, to make in his
wn way a thorough and disinterested
ivestigation of the Brownsville
raged, of August 13 and report his
oncliesions
Gen. Nettleton has embodied hit
Mirage in a letter to the secretary
I war. He says in part:
His Statensent.
"As a citizen of lilnois. as
Deputy United States Marshal Wil-
liam Blades arrived yesterday from
Louisville, and at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon kit for Atlanta, Ga., with
Henry Davis, Wallace Woolfort and
Charles Richardsor, all of whom got
terms in the federal penitentiary at
that point, during the tension here last
week of the United States court The
OVER A MILLION
BUSHELS
THE STEAMIR SPRAGUE COM.
ING WITH RIG TOW
OF COAL.
S.
I.eft Louivilk Yeeterdiav With Fifty
Boats Conteliiing tjoo,000 Bushels
of. Meshy Diamond.
:Louisville Nov ace—The nig
4jaiseue lege. tbis tnoriaing• fer, Newi
Otlenni. had tow ftfte buati-
"Vila& 1.306,000 bushels of coal.
Wb: this is 110t Abe large* t ever
:Alen South by this boat, it is bigger
;hen the usual coneignmente audeitee







ottiprite all interesti werf pistiefied
evah the final lines as laid out the
stigineers under Major Sibert. Jones
VOL. 23, NUMBER 185
•••••••••••••••••gmtliolo .Nrilllilitlii[Api in Quo oil:L.! empyi..yisof 
th.eas the stats's 
•Wnters tePieberce Oil
U W tar witness. Thisreport could not be verified tonight.
ii[13 BARE! &Ill
DEATH :153
SAMUEL SPENCER, OF tHE
9OUTHERN RAILWAY,
THE VICTIM





Car Bad Been Stepped to Malce Re-
pine to Air Bralee—fleveral
' Other Vktime.
Lynchburg, • Va., lelov. 29—Presi-
dent Silesia cer, of the South-
ern railway. w killed and his body
burned beyon recognition at Law-
yer, Va., el miles below here,
at 6.3o o'cloc this morning. Philip
Schuyler, of pew York, of Mr.
Spencer's party, also was killed, as,
was Mr. Spencer's special train dis-
Weber, E. W. Davis. of Alexandria,
2.. and Engineer Terry.
Oise 11,4n,, not yet identified also
was itilletk.
gight degroes were injured, one
probably fatally.
The accident resulted from a col-
lision between train No. 37, the Wash
ington and Southwestern vestibuled
limited, which ran into the rear end
0: train No. 18, known as the Jack-
soville limited. President Spencer's
private coach was entirely burned.
Washington, alio. al? —Fteindent
Samuel Spencer, of the Southern
railway, was killed this morning in a
wreck which occurred on ,the South-
ern- railway at Lawyer, eleven miles
south of Lynchburg. Ira
Several members of the party who
were in Pres. Spencer's car are re-
ported to be seriously injured. At
the general offices of the Southern
railway this morning the following
statement regarding the wreck was
issued:
"Southern -railway passenger train
Ns. 3.3 left Washington last night late
ley reason of congested holiday traf-
lie- About 6:3o a in., today at Law-
. 




ROUSLNIG GATHERING TO BE
HELD THIS EVENING BY
THAT BODY
11.1111.10.111•4111
Every Member Will Bring Along
Several Additional Affiliates Who
Are Strongly Organizing
ee
This evening the "Frontier Com-
mittee' •will meet at the. establish-
•
Arguments Made on Pesidaa
Arguments on the amended petition
and the answer in the oil trust suit
a. *4
pending before Judge V. L. Brooks
were coneleded and were in direct
violation ot the antstro.t tor.




' • AND DATES NAMEO
PROSIMAJTION HOPES BY THIS
KEA:NS TO PROVE CONNEC-
TION BETWEEN COS.
'
Arguments on the &mended Petition
rid Assurer in the Dil Tryst
Suit Pending.
Austin, Tex., Nov. 29.—The filing
by the state law Wen of a demand
for papers and records of the Stand-
ard and Waters Pierce Oil Compan-
ies, showing alleged transactions be-
tweet' those companies and United
Slates Senator Josepr W. Bailey has
caused no end of excitement here
and throughout the state. It is a de-
velopment of the pnesent ouster snit
of Texas against the Waters Pierce
that had not been expected.
The attorneys foe the state repre-
sent that by showing that drafts and
Loans made to Bailey "for the Texas
cases." by the Waters Pierce Com-
pany or H. Clay Pierce, its presi-
dent. were draun by Standard Oil
officials, the contention nf
that a coastline had been
the two companies vrotild
ished.




But the effect of this new move is
more iar-reaching than this. It brings
into the case the junior United States
scum* whose name will come up
before the next legislature and whose
emend" have for months been at-
ilt/00g to show that he was improp-
erty-elbunected with the re-establish-
:woo of the oil company in the state
some years ago.
The state's demand for voulshers.
books and papers is couched in de-
finitive terms. Amounts, names and
dates are specified and the claim is
made that, all told, Bailey received






in the ottster Suit was the






MR. AVERITT E. DAVIS AND
MISS MINNIE 0. EOAD JOIN
HEARTS AND HANDS.
e Of the many happy people in the
city yesterday Mr. Everitt E. Davis
and his bride, nee Mies Minnie 0
Eoad are probably the happiest.
While the people in general were
feasting turd enjoying themselves in
the ordinary manner, this young"
couple celebrated the -day by a quiet
marriage in the parlors- of Rev. Calvin
M. Thoinieecon, pastors of the first
Baptist charch at 6 m.
Mr. and Mis. E. L. Wilsoreattended
the•pair, and the ceremony was sinipte
and impressive.
The bride is a popular girl of "the
county. and was handsomely gowned.
The groom is a sterling young man
with lots of friends, and is an attache
of the Smith& Scoot Tobacco Co.




klthough Ed. Robinson'. a coal
miner of Marion. ill., has been le tr-
ried three timee aid is eet only Si
years old. he has not found marriage
a Where and took tmto himself ae-
,
Danville, Ill.. Nov. 4—The lives The cold h*n4of daith fast tree-of several workmeein the shale pit of ing Carried to a better land one ofthe Danville Brick Co., in Vermilion this city's most hoticerable and proud-Heights, were, imperiled yesterday rent citizens when „Mr. E. P. Weeks
closed isis eyes in everlasting sheep
street, -where be lias been:ttntflaied
North Foefthat his rersideece, 30,3
to his roon!.. for " lope weeks peot
vanced age'. ills dissol is a sad
ith. the 'infirrifities .inciiiritual to .ad-
biew •to the cominunty wad seeds
deep-seated grief to the hearts of alL
Mr. Weeks bed been In declining
eealth for the past yeer, sad althoughstarted for a place of gaiety, but to his be bad sbuoduded ass otree busieeseextreme amazement and satisfaction life ailL he was *hie to be out %M-it failed to set off the dynamite Theltd during August when the infirmi-big lot of explosive caught fire and ties teeeeseiteee*
up. Had it been . 
hi
when the fire was first ioirced the right at 9:15 o'clock.
burned 9;0441which flvollff resulted' in death last
s C01113 Mane at.
lives of most of the pit gang wouldi Ur. E. P. Weeks was born Jams.. havebeen snuffed out in a twinkling .ary no, Zoo's, Tone., .there-It wae one of those remarkable andiare was reeeney_eigm years of ateunaccountable escapes that sotnetimesi when his earthly career ended. Growoccur to men engaged in handling ex..l ing to nsanheed.be entered else jets-plosives.
' 'era'. merchandise business at Tobac-
7eret's he was relin" aWalitleadeinfg°r andarplrogrY
forty
MRS. MYERS WILL sagi businesi to. this city, anenydearsin
company with lift owo late sons,
Messrs John and William Weake asd
son-in-law, M. Frank • B. Smith,
started the Weales Bros. & Co.
wholesale grocery essablislarnet t,
which flourished for years, first ou
South "third street and later at the
Second and Washington street build-
lags. The concern was numbered as
a leading factor for many years in the
wholesale business, commanding a
mammoth trade throegflont this en-
tire section of the county, where tbe
firm name always stood for honor-
able and sub/items* business meth-
, • •
•
, The deiense instated that the Al-
legation s of reductions in the price
of oil did not constitute an offsnse
against the laws of Texas, and that
the allegations of exclusive contracts
(Continued on Page Eight.)
DEADLY DYNAMITE
BURNS
LIVES OF MANY WORKMEN
IMPERILLED BY EX-
PLOSIVE.
Was Being Thawed Out by Stove










NEARLY SIXTY YEARS AGO
BEGAN 11171111111111 CARVER
OF HONOR.
The Deceased Had Been in Vary
Poor Health for Marty
Mouths Past.
morning when a shanty in . which
seventy-five pounds of 'dynamite was
being thawed cot, caught fire from
an overheated sieve. One of the em-
ployes lancing the llsteies,'whenad Ifts
comrades and dick fled frern the pit
as hurriedly as possible. John Pickett
one of the men said last evening that
he heard one of the caps Used in ex-
ploding dynamite, go off just as he
NOT HANG
SENTENCE TO BE COMMUTED
TO LIFE ncpiusoNMENT,
SAYS AUTHORITY: g
Gov. Folk Heeds Pleadings of Thou-
sands of Women for
Clemency.
cds. Whea.hts itwo sons dried soirees/St. Lows. Nov. ag—It was learned years ago, it,. Weeks .and the otherfrom an authoritative source
that Governor Folk has assured inti-
mate-friends in St. Louis that he will
,commute the sentence of • Aggie
Myers, the. Kansas City woman con-
victed of the murder of her husband
to life imprisdnment.
While Governor Fotk has not made
his final analysis of. -the case, it it
known positively that he has told cer-
tain friends in St. Lneis who do not
want the woman hanged that they1 'January 27. iSea. the deceased washad nothing to fear:
'it is said that Governor 
Folk 
a 
.1 _ united in marriage at .Toteceoport,
I ' Tenn., his bride being Miss Mary J.taken a keen interest the case and Aeree. Mrs Weake passed away atthat. while he wanted the sitpreme *
court of the United States In 
pa
 
la !heir house it this city during 
Feb.upon 
it, that he had decided to cont-i nlarY' 19°4
mute 'sentence regardless of any un-I 
The deceased was a business man
favorable action taken 
heof an unusually active and energeticthis I
tribunal, ,disposition all of hif life until a few
Governor Folk has. received thou- years ago wlieri he dispored of their
sands of letters froln the women of g:ocery firm. He was the personifi-
Missousi ad other etatei pleadinir
 cation of integrity and henor standing
cre-eminent as a commercial man inwith him not to allow Mrs. Myers to
he- hanged. These letters, so an whom all placed implicit faith and
,authority says, have tad a. strong confidence. He was very attentive
effort upon the governor. Aside from to his interests, and aside from thits
ethis he is said to be sfronglY of the was a great lovr of his family, an
of belief that to hang Mrs. Myers, even his spare time being •spent, am 
though convieted of murder, would he the beloved circle. Hie daily walks
a blot on the state. Ithrough life evidenced -the purity of
his character which contained veal-__The Ladies mite sntiety of the I ities dear to all his friends, who were
First Baptist church meets at a
e'clock tbia afternoon with the The deceased was x corsistene memMU- :streary satiety at the church hued_ ber -and regular ,attendant of • the
,ng. at Which time a Thieuerehaule • Broadway Methodist chorche which
mietirge will be condticted. congregation loses a valiteek and •re.
eeected affiliate. •
Of his five children retry hits sue-'Other beide yesterday. Laura Trazel- eive, Yrs: Callie Smith. wild. of MY.ton, aged 3i. It is her third venttsre Frank B. Smith of Oat Proolrq-AeretiThe. ceiemony was, perfermed by
Squire Speech at eight o'ritae.‘ last
eVening. '
interested parties began winding up
the grocery buinem, was fin-
ally disposed of last • year. Mr.
Weeks then became interested in 'the
Fcoka-Acree Lumber Company which
started at Tenth and Monroe streets,
and although president of the ne*
concern, his advaced age prevented
his being connected in an actie•













CHARGES USE ,THE HMI
OF DYNAMITE FOR THE POLE
WITNESS SAYS UNION PACIFIC
TOOK SUCH STEPS TO PRO-
TECT MONOPOLY.
Salt Like City. Utah Nov. ao--Sen
sational charges were made against
Union Pacific railroad here yesterday
in Interstate Commerce Commission-
er Clarke's investigation into the com-
pany's holdings of coal land.
S. Spence, a witness from Evans-
ton, Wao., declared that agents of
the Union Pacific Coal company
which is owned by the railrod, in the
effort to maintain a monopoly of both
off and coal in the intermountain dis-
trict, had used dynamite to prevent
the entrance of prospectors or others
who might acquire land now owned
by the company.
Mr. Spence's testimony dealt di-
rectly with the efforts of the com-
pany to keep oil well drilling machin-
ery out of Utah county, Wyoming.
When prospectors attempted 0
take in their machinery a trench was
dug, he declared, by men in the em-
ploy of the Union Pacific company
and filled with dynaniite. The men
he said, were instructed to blow up
the oil well machinery if any attempt
was made to cross the strip of land
controlled by the railroad.
Complaint was made to the author-
ities, the witness said, and the sheriff
of the county went out and exploded
the mine This served the purpose of
the company just as well, he said for
the earth was heaved up in such man-
ner that approach to the oil prospect
on the. side hill was impossible. The
witness admitted that he was one of
the incorporators of the Anaericai
Consolidated Oil company, which had
attempted to develop oil prospects in
Wyoming.
In ruling on the admission of cer-
tain evidenev Commissioner Clarke
declared it was admitted that a mo-
nopoly of the coal business of the
West existed and that the commission
proposed to investigate the methods
by which this monopoly was built up
and maintained.
With that in view he heard evi-
dence as to alleged frauds committed
• by the Union Pacific Coal company
and the Superior Coal company in
Wyoming and Utah. The Wyoming
are Harriman corporatitons and the
two latter are controlled by Gould.
Several witnesses testified as to the
alleged efforts of officials of the gen-
eral land office, including Commission-
er W. A. Richard to protect the cor-
porations and persons who had perpe-
trated the frauds.
Mr. Spence charges that the officials
held star-chamber sessions to decide
cases in favor of the Union Pacific
in the company's office, and that Com-
missioner Richards was a party to at
least one of these sessions.
Charles Kingston, formerly regis
ter of the land office at Evanston, tes
tilled that he had reported to the
Washington land office various al-
leged frauds by Union Pacific officials
in acquiring coal lands through his
office and was told it was none of his
business
J. . Marchand, who is conducting
the examination for the government
shifted the investigation to the coal
properties in Utah controlled in the
interests of the Denver & Rio Grande
system.
DEATH KNELL TO GA11- ..
SLING IN CMCAO0
Chicago, Nov. Al.—Wrecking rews
tinder orders of Chief of Police Col-
lins and the approaching advent of
the Municipal courts are sounding
-the death knell of bookmaking in
IC‘;cago.
Such is the declaration of those
who have studied the Municipal
courts act and are watching the work
of the gambling'squad, which is fast
f?Iling the chief's office with tele-
Idaoses and -paraphernalia seized in
daily raids.
Bendezvous of race track betters
that have long defied thc efforts of
the police are said to he abandoned
and raids are of afroost hourly oc-
curence.
Today the gambling detail acting
under the direction of Chief of Po-
lice Collins brought into the Central
detail seven telephones which had
been confiscated because they were
being used for betting purposes.
Within the past month over too tele-
phones have been seized for the same
reason
"Was your expedition a success?"
"Entirely so," answered the Arctic
explorer. "But you didn't reach the
North Pole." "No, but I reached the
editors and the readers."—W,ashing-
ton Star.
"Miss Pert—"Yes, Jack and T are
engaged." Miss Curt—"Why, Jack
hasn't said anything about it." Miss
Pert---"No: you are the first person
I've told. I haven't even told Jack
yet"—iniladelphia Record.
A word to th wise guy is wasted
(Chicago Examiner.) .
Everybody must admire the pluck oi
Mr. Peary in not giving up his hope
of reaching the North Pole even in
the face of his recent fearful experi-
ences. It is as tine an exhibition of
the American character at its best as
has been seen in many years. But
Peary's own story raises, in the read-
er's mind, the question whether a
change of method is not necessary
before success can be achieved. Noo
one can read the account of the ad-
ventures of the heroic explorer and
his followers on the floating, treacher-
ous floor of Arctic ice without feeling
that to strive to reach the Pole on
foot is like the efforts of Tantalus
to roll his ball up an impossible
slope.
In the Anarctic there is an immov-
able continent under foot. and the
first man to reach the South Pole
will, apparently, only have to fortiry
himself against the effects of cold
hunger and fatigue. Every mile he
advances will be a certain gain, with
no back-running current to deprive
him of the fruits of his endeavor.
In the 'Arctic, on the contrary, ev
erything is in motion. If the vast
ice fields present an apparently end-
less surface one day, or one week
the next they are broken up and sep-
arate into parts, with widening leads
of open water between them. The
necessarily slow progress of the ex-
plorers, battling their way painfully
over and among the hummocks af-
fords time for the adverse currents to
perform their work.
It is in the highest degree improb-
able that the Arctic ocean, within a
circle of one or two -hundred miles in
diameter, having the Pole as a center
is ever covered by a continuous. un-
broken sheet of ice, or ice pack. But
if it is not, what chance have the ad-
venturers of traversing it for distances
as great as those required in order
to reach the Pole? All the observa-
tions prove that the currents in that
ocean are strong, and they are contin-
ually at work breaking up the ice and
drifting it hither and thither. It is
also a region of winds, and these as-
sist. in destroying the ice floor.
If it is impossible for a ship to pen-
etrate to the Pole because of the ice
pack, it seems equally impossible
for a party on foot or in sledges to
make the journey because of the con-
stantly forming and reforming leads of
open water. It is neither sea nor
good dry land," and the unfortunates
who seek to traverse it are in even
a worse plight than that of Milton's
"Satan" trying to fly where there was
no air and to walk where there was
no ground. To carry boats along to
I be used in crossing the open leads ap-pears to be impracticable, because it
is all that a party can do to carry
itself and its. provisions, even with the
aid of dogs.
It would really seem that serious
consideration must be given to the
"air route." Perhaps, after all, aerial
navigation will have become an estab-
lished fact before any nation's flag
flutters at the Pole.
Train Robbers Captured.
Reno, Nev. Nov 19—Two men held
up the passengers of the Overland
Limited on the Northwestern railroad
in the outskirts of Reno.
After going through the passengers
the bandits leaped from the train and
shortly after held up two men in the
streets of Reno and were captured fif-
teen minutes later.
The train, which leaves the Wells
street depot in Chicago, was boarded
at Verdi, but failing to rob the pas-
sengers in the reach coach, the ban-
d's marched through the train with
drav.-ti revolver; id compelled C-n-
ductor Lindquist to stop the train in
the outskirts of Reno, where they
jumped off.
Fifteen minutes later they held up
Sam Emery at corner of Plaza and
Virginia streets, and shortly after that
robbed William Justi. Hardly had
the second victim been plundered
when the police captured the rob-
bers and placed them in the city pris-
on.
On the train Conductor Lindquest
argued with them in an attempt to
get them into Reno, then a short dis-
tance away. In the excitement it is
supposed the robbers forgot the near-
ness of this city to Verdi, and they
were carried almost within the limits
of Reno before they forced the con-
ductor to stop the train and let them
o.
At the police station they gave the
names of William Rcat+gs and Will-








THE LAST THIS YEAR
At THE BIG, TAJSY, POPULAR S TOP1-00ILVIPS.
Friday Saturday
If you fail to visit our store Friray or Saturday you will miss one of the last ounces to buyable merchandise at leas than coat ever offered before.
Come early for some of the thiegs will not last long—and there is a choice among all goodi—
Watch our ads; they will help you.
OCILVIICS, The Place Where Christmas Shopping Is Made a Pleasure
A genuine cut is being nsade in
our ready-to-wear department
—come see for yourself.
too short jackets, some from
last season worth up to Stow
Friday and Saturday.
1.98 1
NO MISTAKE ABOUT THE PRICE.
THIS IS
• OGILVIE'S
If You See it In Our Ad It's is So
*******************111011**** 41111446************ • ••••••••
• • 9 9
• READING AND ROT. * • SLUMS TO SAVE SOCIETY. •
• John Cowley Brown. 9 • •
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• New York, Nov. a9...-Missionary
The Call of the Blood, work among the fashionable% of Fifth
Robert Hitchens. author of The Car- avenue by redeemed drunkards and
den of Allah, in The Call of the thieves is the plan of Rev. Donald
Blood has written hook sure to be Sage Mackay, pastor of the church
read. i of which President Roosevelt, Mrs. 
Sage 
,
Russell and Miss Helen Gould
Jack London's Bad Break. are members, to bring salvation to
the society people of New York.
.Arrangements are being made by
the minister of the Collegiate Church
of St. Nicholas, which was fouaded
in 'bad, for a series of revival noel-
ings among his parishioners in waieh
men who have been converted in tke
missions of the lower city will tell
their experiences
Through this agency Dr. 111:,-kay
believes that the spiritual lei.•argy
of fashionable church member• will
be dissipated and that convers: is of;
society people will be accomt .shed
already Dr Mackay has cor.inuni•
rated his contemplateil action t a the
superintendents of several of tlic mis-
sions who have readily enter' I into
the spirit of the unique projc-t and
who will provide scores of col verted
men to carry their massage from the
bowery slums and old Water street
to aristocratic Pilth avenue The
plan contemplates a slum iasion
service in the famous Fifth .venue
church.
i
Instead of men iii the de-ths of
degradation the congregatio !, will
consist of fashionable men and vomen
who view sin only as it corn . in its
most attractive guise The re- learned
drunkards and thieves in thesr unique
.11=•••••=•••••.•
Intoxicated by the stream of gold
flowing in on him as a result of his
many, many sacrifices upon the vile
and tilthy altar of popularity, Com-
rade Jack London has "west too far."
Aided and abetted by Everybody's
London has made a false step. In,
deed unless Everybody's magazine
turns over a new leaf soon that stodgy
periodical will be Nobody's magazine
The latest folly of the supremely ig-
norant or superbly impudent edito-
rial donkeys attached to Evesybody's
is their flamboyant advertisements
heralding Jack London'. nugatory se-
rial. Before Adam. as a "pion */ work
along primitive lines.' "Pima& work
along primitive lines" quothal Verily
the fools be crazy. Have they never
heard of Stanley Waterloo's The
Story of AD, the criterion of all fiction
on prehistoric life—a book written by
a great writer who knows primitive
men and primitive animals at few
men have ever known them—a book
that has the unqualified commenda-
tion of the erudite officials of the
Smithsonian Institute, I, who write
have waved journalistic banners and
banged journalistic dimwit m praise fie
Jack London these many moons, but
a cobbler should stick to his last, and
Jack London should back, back, back services, instead of reaching 1.1e con-
to the Far North, and the seas there science of battered wrecks and dere-
the "Sea-Wolf" sailed. 1 licts of humanity wiih their teatimo-
And the worst of it is, Before Ad-1 flies of redemption, will tell ti.eir sto-
am thus far is so dangerously near ries to the wealthy ind the cot ,equen-
unto The Story of Ab in form andiaskal.
substance that it keeps London's!' 1/"These people need hrot." said
friends confoundedly busy trying :of Dr. Mackay, "just as much as the
explain poor. depraved wretch whose '-instant
yielding to vice has made him
outcast, shuffling hopelessly 2:ong
Bowery.
"Christ is no respector of
He saved alike the learned
of the law and the poor
cried to him in his extren
is needed here on Fifth av.
the same spiritual power th
quired to redeem men and a
"Some Players." by Arnie Leslie.
Amy Leslie, the dramatic criticaster
of a Chicago evening newspaper has
written a gossipy book about contem-
porary mummers. Miss Leslie was
ever a verbal acrobat, and the years
that bring or should bring the phil-
osophic mind have had no died on
her eccentric verbal gymnaastics. Her
nickel-plated prose is still peppered
and salted with jawbreaking words
fearfully and wonderfully coined to
express her plus% platitudes upon the
eternal verities. Now the reader of
Amy Leslie is prepared for such al long ago a lady gave up her sitting
mere bagatelle as "honorificabilitudin-1 in my church. She said she came to
ity." Such modest trifles for years' church to be 'comforted' and that she
have bee,n bountifully present in
Amy's vesper slushmushgush, but in






ganopterugon, has some 177 letters.
From the context it seems to be the
name of Richard Mansfield's favorite
supper dish, a heterogeneous mixture
of frogs and snails, and puppy dogs'
tails, the whole garnished with hos-
tile dramatic critics daintily carbona-
doed.
A New Form of Capital Punishment?
Denmark is advertising for a 're-
liable sturdy executioner." The for-
mer occupant of the post has retired
owing to his inability to wield the
heavy- ax used in Scandinavia. An
easy way for the Danish authorities
to solve their problem would be for
them to substitute the modern novel
for the ancient ax. A dozen pages of
a Corelli effusion should put the
criminal into the sleep that knows
no breaking. Marie Corelli's novels
are "reliable executioners."
"Being Done Good."
Mr. Edward B. Lent has pe.-Pefraf-
ed a book(!) entitled as above, Theale l'ot of **Unice. Harper's Weekly. price of Mr. Lent's teach is Sr. Who-
One Day Late.
Ernest had been to a children's
party and eaten all tint hie could pos-
sibly put beneath his little blouse
but it nearly brake his heart to think
he could not do greater justice to the
feast of good things before him. A
bright idea cam to him. Early next
Mortring he went around to the scene
of the festivities, and on being! asked
by Mrs. Johnson what he woad like












the slums is required to save the
most fashionable and most etulttsive
man or woman on Fifth avenue,
"Some people like religion as a sort
of an anaesthetic to conscience. Not
did not care to have her conscience
troubled by preaching about sin.
"Society today in fashionable
churches is simply playing with gilt
paint. It is making too much of the
frame and too little of the picture
Fifth avenue has a tendency to dress
up sin. Society actually is sordid in
sin. It is unconscious of it. It really
glories in it.
"Today the divorce court, instead
of being a tragedy, is a highly-spiced
diamond-dusted romance. The naked
realities cl sin must be shown to
those whose consciences are sleeping
These realities are seen in the slum
missions." •
Acts is Duck and Is Shot.
Port Jarvis, N. Y. Nov. a.--Silas
Simpson, while acting as his own
decoy duck, wearing the skin of a
duck drawn over his, head, was mis-
taken for a real duck by Amos Gil-
ford and Charles Christianstein and
they fired ar him. His scalp was per-
forated with small shot.
The bicentenary of the birth. of
Henry Fielding, the novelist, is to be
celebrated by a public dinner in Lon-
don on April 22, next year. Conan
Doyle is to preside
ever purchases it is "being done
good." Bookbuyers, fiewatel 110,4
cs iii:th to remorse.




Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Caervesience lir ph ream and the citiseua of Pedecak. wehave pieced copses of the dlaustetkie o t toe Lases named be/ow In the morn.ing Iikutiater Mike at ss3 Noodles y, where the pubbc is Invited to coilwhen desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS






































































Register Office, 523 Broadway
It is neither economy nor good taste
to put a poor cover over a good set of
works. •
" A good case is always advisable, par-
ticularly if the works are first class.
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TEST CASES DEM 0 UTE
 ••••••••••••. 
INDIVIDUAL LINE TO ATTACK LIBERAL FEDERATIC1N Za.O.?".
OMS OBJECTIONABLE QUESTIO IS, WHO SHALL
SECTION. RULE?
lanais Central Petitions Against the London, Nov. Al.—Boldly advocat-
Thirty-Day Rate—Alleges Fear ing that the veto power be taken
of Competition, from the house of lords. the Natio
Liberal federat on passe resolutions
demanding that the ocivernment take
'Chicago Nov. ao—An effort on he 
drastic action in regard to the edo-, i
part of the railroads of the country
ito apportion the work of testing the
envious clauses of 'he new rate law
among the various roads was seen yes-
terday in the eetttion ot the Illinois
Central to the interstate commerce
'commission asking that that road be
allowed to change tariffs for just
oasse within a shorter time than fie
thirty-day notice period required by
the rate law.
The reasons for this action on the
part of the Illinois Central are usten-
misty the competition of the Canadian
roads bidding against the American
roads for imports billed for through
Atipment. It is asserted that min- 1
non is also made in the petition con-
cerning competition of the Mexican
roads. he fact that the Iriinois Cen-
tral by nature of its routing of its
main line and branches has perhaps
the least to fear from such competi-
tion as the Canadian roads may offer 
which should be returned to the
as tts main shipments lie en route 
house of lords without debate, and
that the liberal government ought to
apply the only remedy, which must
be drastic and final.
An important letter from Sir Henry
Catnpbell-Bannerman was read in
which the premier said that it was
realised by all liberals "that the house
of lords would hasten to assert it-
self as the instrument of unionism
as ;von as the country renekred a ver-
dict against the unionist government
and the unionist policy."
Continuing. the premier's letter
read: "till we may plead guilty to a
certain sense of surprise at the vio-
lence of the manifestation. now that
it has come. The education bill as
passed by the house ot commons wastered roads operate in the country
especially in the North and North-
a bill which-the country demaniled'in
unkawest. the Grand runk, for instance 
mist ble terms at the general
coming to Chicago 
Apparently these election. It now seems to have been
roads are not under the jurisdiction 
turned into a travesty of its original,
of the interstate commerce commis-1 
t 
form. 
does not extend the very griev-
ances 
As amended it perpetuates if
*ion. This being the case, there is •
a, and wrongs fixed dison the coun-o&seation that they mast be able,
the Canadian Pacific has el-eady done try by the act of woo
"Of one thing you may rest as-
reads under the new law can not
to issue tariffs is hich the American
sured—we will have no tamperingrr. et
with the main principles upon whichwithin a %borne time than thirty d;
• This is cau•ng concern and the .
p. our bill is founded. If within thoses . 
tm•••
So and from the gulf ports at which
the Mexican roads can not compete
successfully, and that it is out of
line with the Canadian roads for the
carrying of shipments handled by
them for the mouth, leads officials to
the hetet that the Illinois Central
as a part of the Harriman system is
merely putting a test case
The crux of the matter is this Un-
.ler the new rate law all common car•
risers are obliged to file printed tar-
ifs with the interstate commerce corn
mission, and no change can be made
in these tariffs without notice thirty
days prior to the dating of the change
Largiirktions of the Canadian char-
peal brought ell' establish one of
ta s things.
if granted it will give the roads a
right to change rates on shorter no-
nce for cause given in writing. The
law now allows such appeals for like
action in special cases. Or it will se-
cure a ruling as to whether any road
no matter where chartered, doing in-
terstate business is or is not within
the original jurisdiction of the inter-
-state commerce commission
The fact that the complaint comes
from the Illinois Central and not
from some road which parallels the
Canadian Pacific seems to show that
the Illinois Central is acting with
acme motive otIfer than the sole one
of saving her trade. As to the din-
ger which she runs in the handling
of freight from the gulf ports, the
fnilowing was pointed out:
3arring the points on the gulf in
Porida. Louisiana and Texas. from
which as ports of entry the Ameri-
can roads draw their freight the Mex-
ican roads have no points nearer than
Tampico, whence they must haul to
El Paso, a distance of some tsoo
miles, to make the connection. They
with their poorer facilities and the!
high rates which they now maintain
would have !o cut enough to beat the
Illinois Central. which, hauling from
New Orleans, would have almost moo
miles saved to begin with.
"To consider the competition of
the Mexican roads is absurd," said an
official who pointed out this fact as
he went over the map. The man who
gavo this opinion is in charge of the
foreign freight department of one of
the great systems.
This, combined with the general
admission in railroad circles that
there are many points ir. toe new in-
terstate commerce law tor the regu-
lation of railroads which they are
•desirous of clearing up, and the only
way in which this may he done is in
taking them up as they apply to the
several cases as ths• come up, shows
-evidence of i —iota' movement in
that directio- '1 le action of the Mo-
non in regard to testing the contract
-principle involved in the issuance of
-newspaper transportation In payment
eif advertising, when combined with
the action of the Illinois Central, gives
' color to the story that there is some
greement between the various roads
a5out taking up the various points.
1 LINOIS CENRAL
EXCURcION RITLLET1N
Chicago. Iiii—Inietaational Live ter Hetetti-Sock Expositioa. Dates of sale Nov.a9tb. December set, asik 3rd aeed 011%. One cook in the kitchen is worthT906. Return Hiatt Dsessilber itstk a dozen in the intelligence office.-406. Rotted trip rats pa* 'Chicago Few%
cation b11. The lords' policy in sub-
•erting the purposes of the education
bill has aroused intense political feel-
ing, and at the emergency meeti •g
of the federation the government was
urged to reject the lords' amendments
to the bill and "to determine abso-
lutely that the present parliament
shall not come to an end until steps
are taken to bring to a final arbitra-
ment the question whether the house
of peers should any longer possess
the right of veto on the will of the
people as declared by file house of
commons." '
The meeting was the largest and
most representative of its kind which
has assembled during the last twenty
years. The speakers warmly de-
nounced the action of the peers, de-
claring that the house of commons
should not waste another day in con-
sidering the amendments to the bill
limits an arrangement can be reached
all well and good; if not it will be
for us to see that on this question of
education and on others a way is
found by which the wishes of the
country may be made to prevail."
A. H. D. Aeland, former vice presi-
dent of the committee of the privy




Ruef Plans Big Demonstration for
Effect on Frisco Public
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. A.—
"Abe- Ruef and his supporters are
preparing for a great demonstration
to celebrate the arrival of Mayor
Schmitz on Thursday. The leaders
have cracked the whip. Dreamland
Pavilion has been hired for the even-
ing-and a mess meeting made up of
municipal employes and unionists will
he held there in the evening.
The program is for a crowd to
elect the mayor at the ferry. Yhe in-
dicted executive will be escorted to
the pavilion, where speeches will be
n.adc by Ruef, Schmitt and others.
The purpose of Ruef is to get a popu
:at- vote of confidence for the ef-
fect. It will have on the public and
incidentally on prospective jurors.
The district attorney's office is
busy with the preparation of more
indictments, it is said, but no authen-
tic nformaton can be obtained. The
grand jury will resume its sessions
tomorrow.
Becomes a Little Rebel,
hat there is a startling difference
between the temper of the rising gen-
eration and that of the youth who*:
young ideas shoot up according to
the teachings of Mrs. Hanna:- More
and Sanford and Merton. has :ecently
been proved 'by a little ;.)ear-old
girl, who was laboriously ochaig her
way through a reading i••.041.
"Always speak the truth," she said
"and obey your parents.
"Be gentle and quiet. Nev-er slam
the door and shout and scream a-bout
the house.
"At the ta-ble eat slow-ly; not in a
greed-y man-net like a pig."
Suddenly the little girl shut the
I
book with a portentious bang and an-
nounced with firmness and decision:
"I'm not going' to let any old third
reader booss me like that!"—Rochee-
INNS
4lostetses44h42-eietthtettet•****••• setsueemms-seeesses
•a• THE SUCCES;IFUL • * STORIES OF THE NAVY. •
to DINNIOle GIVER. dt‘ it •
4: I *te*Utitettileettletotetteteitt
lk.itee.f k I 4 ea 0****441111.040-stit-geit,
"I select TrY gaown to please the!
men; the table iiecorations likewisso
and the service is of the best and
the ew itest that this town affords. No
loitering between courses, very few
flowers and no ribbons on the table.1
lu piase of an ised t:essert that isl
bound to cilia the stomach and bring
indig stion iii ite train, there is Lotto].
ly sioinciting tit.t can be gotten
through w th (micro, Then. if they
want to linger there aii the cheese
and fruits acid the collet watch make
excuse enough. That tr.( ...hole se-
cret of been' a soccesoui dinner-giv-
er, if you want to know"
This is the recipe of one of the
most successful of Southern hesetesses
a woman whose dinner invitation is an
honor that is never by ses
declined The trouble with most wo-
men who aspire to give successful
dinners is that they have too many
courses ,too many little nothings, a
too fussy table, and too slow service
to please their men guests. Where
the unattached man—and he is al-
ways a welcome guest at the dianer
tables of his friends—is concerned
the gown of the hostess, the substan-
itality of the dishes—not too aggres-
sively substantial, be it understood—
and the satisfaction of his appetite
are what make for a successful din-
ner; while a feast of reason and a




Not that all the delicacies of the
station are to be passed by. Not at
all. But a man likes his oysters well
chilled and abundantly seasoned; a
clear soup served piping hot—and nev-
er make the mistake of inviting a
man to take bread or crackers with
his soup; either is in poor form—
some fish that comes to table well
dune with a piquante sauce; then eith-
er a roast or game, a good salad, des-
sert of simple character; cheese, fruit
and coffee
In England, that land of dinner-giv-
ing, bread and butter are never served
at dinner. Into each serviette there
is tucked a tiny, hard-baked roll this
intended to do duty when broken as
a "push-piece" in connection with fish
or salad., for which courses British
etiquette provides no knives.
It is told of a prominent Ameri-
can woman, who has won her way
well into the best of English society,
that on the occasion of her first im-
portant dinner she and her guests
were seated at table ere she discov-
ered that the bbutterplates belonging
to her gold table service were not on
duty. In quite audible tones she ad-
monished thc butler as to their need
at table The man pretended not to
hear, and the hostess raised her voice
a trifle. The butler—he had seen ser-
vice with royalty—merely informed
his mistress in a well-trained whisper
that "It is not good form to serve
butter at dinner; no lady should need
to be informed of that!" The story
was too good to keep, and next day
it went the rounds of London that
Mrs. So-and-o, the wealthy American
nearly had a fit last night when the
butter plates were trussing from the
dinner table.
Some hostesses serve crisp celery
with the cheese and coffee, and an-
other is famous for the piping hot oat-
meal bannocks that come to table
with the cheese course. Those are
as thin as wavers, crisp enough to
crumble instantly at a munch, and
with unsalted butter lightly brushed
over each one in the kitchen ere serv-
ing makes just a crisp mouthful that
is appreciated by the men.
There never was a man yet who
did not appreciate individual service
whether he was aware of it or not. So
when the jelly that goes with the
game course is being set out, see
to it that each portion goes i"to a
tiny individual mold. The same with
mayonnaise. If weft made this will
almost jelly on the ice, and each por-
tion should go into a little mold t
be served at the side of the sale
plate. AOf course it goce saying
that for a formal dinner the service I aboveis altogether a la usse. That is., theldeck'




this way there is no waiting foN the 
roast or the fish or game to be carved
at table; a wearisome thing where the
guests number four or more.
"So if you would gain a reputa-
tion as a successful }Meter," she
wound up, "cater always to Ae men.
they are really what makes a success-
ful hostess; for the womett to whose
houses and affairs men are loath to
go never shine in this direction. And
always aim to have at least one tsars
man at table—he will make conversa-
tion and assist in many ways. Have
a few brialit women, of elnurce: you
can't well leave then: out. Rut first,
last and all the time, cater to the men
for where the men go the women sre
bound to follow after."
chance
equivalent for untested
service and a badly se-
Struggling to get rich quisk keen,
many a man poor.
Gov.-elect Rollin Woodruff of Cou-
necticue is now head of the hardware
concern in New Haven where he first
went to-work as an office boy at an
early age.
It %%as one of those evenings in the
wardroom when the conversation 1% at.
general. Nobody had a long yarn
to s,; no deep subject of naval im-
port was dissussed. bur around vari-
ous ohasee of naval life the talk
"wsulti d.p s''sim like swallows
'round a lake."
"I see." remarked the navigati
offiser. "that there is some tai is ot
:lunge. in the uniform. I
ow how many times tar oa
turtior
wonder
val undoing Iia been chanted since
the first one was ordained Every
now and then some ^r
group of men-trainers nuseatt
Washington with the s.bertion that
they have a heaven-sent mission to re-
form the uniform of the navy, arid
our troubles begin. How I hate the
man who, instead of devoting his
thoughts to the real things of the
service, lays awalo nights inventing
uniforms." The junior lieutenant,
who had been secretly working over
a set of drawings designed to con-
vince the department of the desirabil-
ity of resting the bottoms of the sail-
ors', trousers, and broiling up their
shirt collars (always a favorite plan
of reformation of the uniform with
the tailor-officer) blushed behind his
cigar, but consoled himself with the
thought that the
"old fogy."
"Well," spoke up the executive," at
any rate, the uniform, for officers at
least, has been improved with the
revolving years. Why, up to a pe-
riod subseauent to the war of Otis
the regulations provided that only of-
ficers who had reached the grade of a
full lieutenant should wear two epau-
lets—the others wore only one. Think
of a man in full dress going about
with one epaulet! The veriest dandy
in the service must have looked lops
sided in such a coat.
"It was in the early part of the last
century that some inspired tailor-of-
ticer convinced the department that
it would be a good thing to approxi-
mate the naval uniform to the style
of dress affected by George Washing-
ton. Therefore, when in full dress
offcers went about clad in broad-flap
double-breasted coats with skirts turn
ed tip at the points, white knee
breeches, silk stockings and buckled
shoes. This, with a cocked hat and
dress sword, made a very fair irrita-
tion of colonial gentlemen going to
sea in the nineteenth century Out
of consideration for the exigencies
of the service, the powdered hair
worn in a queue, or a wig substituted
for it,t fras not insisted upon—which
must have broken the heart of the
brilliant deviser of this uniform.
"There are probably two or three
men on the retired list today who
as midshipmen, wore this masquerade
uniform. The life of this uniform wall
short, for the entire navy_list rose up
as one man against it and the author
of thc sartorial innovation, when he
saw what he had done, must have
wept.
"It was a question of calves, and
hardly a ship afloat could boast of a
decent pair in the whole outfit. Men
who follow the sea have their muscu-
lar development mostly above the
waist line. It was especially so in
those days, when, there was little or
no drill in landing parties and the
'naval brigade' was practically un-
known. In knee breeches and silk
stockings an officer's legs had the
pleasing symmetery of capstan bars,
and human nature could not stand it."
"Oh, well," said the paymaster. "It
was not so•very long ago—only a lit-
tle prior to the revolutionary war,
that there was no such thing as a na-
val uniform. The officers wore civil-
iane' clothes, or some sort of an adap-
tation of an army uniform, as suited
their fancies, and the men dressed
anyhow, though they generally agreed
in wearing their hair long and done
up M a queue or pigtail, and with a
lovelosk or two straggling down on
either side of the face.
"Also, the sailor seems always to
>eve been given to wide trousers, ex-
per:ence having taught him that his
1 ether garments must be so construct-
ed that they could be easily rolled
the knees when .washing down
navigator was an
the old-time sailors did
not wear any trousers at all, but a
sort of kilt, like a Highlander's. Look
at any old print showing a man of
war's crew even as late as 1818, and
see what a motley lot of garments are
shown on the crew. Why, some of
them even wear battered old stove-
pipe hats on their heads.
"Before uniforms became so uni-
versal and imperative as they are now
—when they e-ere being first intro-
duced into the navy—a captain some-
time. would prepare himself for bat-
tle by shaving and putting on his best
suit of civilian clothes. Then he
would don his tall hat and take the
deck. Many a hard fight has been
won in a stovepipe hat. Officers of
aristscratie tendencies' at first locked
rather :,skance at uniforms. regard-
Me them as a sort ,,f livery.
"I always fight like a gentleman
and I intend to be dressed like one
while I am doing it," said e•ne old
fellow when remonstrated with for
going into battle attired as if be were
going to an afternoon tea."
"I believe," spoke up one of the
junior lieutenants. "in strictly obeying
Ii
lake Ibis Swestion"
As Many Others Have Done to
Their Great Delight and Satisfaction
GREAT DELIGHT AND SATISFACTION, MAKEIT A RIME
TO SAVE SOMETHING EVERY DAY. AT LEAST ENTillY
PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YCUR SAVINGS IN THIS BANK.






WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rest. Let us band the house; you pay ler it as yas
pay not Vacant lets in all ports of the city. Nice iota es the
proposed cer ezseemilea an SP tad to visa depot OM/ ell Aim
streets keen Bp to eggs sock Bey now is insiallmeat plan
while cheep. ?de is the highest grstiod is the city. Property Is
envencing tepidly.
MtRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCONTORATED.




Loaded Black Powder Slab
!Swot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
They Always Get The Same.
For Salo Eueseoserherle
the regulations in regard to uniforms
as well as anything else. I am some-
thing of the mind of old Commodore
Creighton, who, having settled in his
mind what the word 'short' meant in
the passage of the regulations declar-
ing that the full dress coats of mid-
shipmen should have 'short tails,' mus-
tered the young gentlemen of his ship
on deck in full dress, and sent the
ship's tailor along behind them to
snip off the tails of every coat whose
length eirceeded his ideas of official
propriety, without regard to whether
the middy was tall or short, fat or
lean."
"Good boy!" cried the first lieuten-
ant. "Obey orders if you break own-
ers. In the navy you get into troth
ble if you don't obey orders, and
sometimes into worse trouble if you
do."
Cloth of Gold.
Cloth oi gold is no longer a mis-
nomer, as it was a few short seasons
ago, when one found it applied to cer-
tain weaves of cheap pongee. Just
where the association of ideas came
in one could not discover for neither
in weave, in color nor in texture did
this essentially cheap-looking mate-
rial live up to its name. Now, how-
ever, there are some exquisite tissus
D'or or gold tissues of French origin
that exhibit pompadour printings in
dull and blurred colorings that show
up with exquisite sheen against Po
golden background. Rich to a de-
gree, fashionable couturiers are
exquisite opera cloak,. e nncr
jackets, trimmings and the like trom
the expensive fabric. The prices be-
gin in the neighborhood of Sao tbe
yard for an 18-inch fabric. and tt: zo 's
demanded for the asedele
•
One Old.
Rev. John SCbael.. •.. llen-
ton, 0., ceiebret• • ••., s.se hundred
and first birtht; --0 Ile is
the oldest chop ** **** ',hit) and
Possibly in tte • : letstee. Mr
Schaeffer pr"' ••' for :Ax-
e.? r' r, ait;! : ..•,! • his present
hetes- for tsn r:r • -cads news-
papers with(' • - .sse- has hard-





Rev. W. T. Thompson Agrees With
Senator Carrnack and Mr.
A. A. Adams.
Memphis. Tenn., Nov —The
Rev. William E. Thompson D.,
formerly pastor of the First Metho-
dist Church, and recently assigned to
the Central Church of this city, in-
dorses the stand taken by Senator E.
W. Carmack and the Hon. A. A
Adams on the state temperance ques-
tion, asserting that the time is not
ripe for absolute prohibition in the
larger cities, and that a fee of not less
than $3,00e should be charged for the
,privilege of engaging in the liquor
business.
Mr. Thompson said.
"If asked for an opinion as to what
should be done in the way of reform
legislation. I should say: 'Fix the
license tax in larger cities at not less
than $3,000 for state, county and city
and make obligatory upon every
saloon-keeper to pay at least that
much before he opens his place. Re-
quire eve-v man who would sell li-
quor to file with his application for
license the indorsement of a majority
of tl.e citizens who live in the ward
wi-.s.e he wants to do business.' "
28
Railroads to Lose
_ Washington D. C.. Nov. 29.—IHi-
nois Central railroad officials have
called the attention of the interstate
commerce commission to the fact that
millions of dollars' worth of foreign
freight will be lost to American roads
because the Canadian Pacific railroad
; unhandicapped by any provision of
law requiring previons notice of a
change of rate, advertise' rates for
Freight transportation from England
and the continent considerably below
that announced by American roads.
The American roads are unable to
meet this competition hecauSe of that
provision.
The Illinois Central has asked for, a
temporary order, at least until Janu-
ary T, under which it may be able to
makr Changes in as rates after ten
/ days' notice.
in :IA Ilifaister and Get Time is mcoso to the woman who
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The News-Democrat and the Red
Light District.'
l'tte Register made
iday or so ago that the` ' ewi-Demo:
crat had changed Orepattuois the ques-
tion of coutpelling 'the harlots to va-
cate the notorious-rbd Nthl disiridt
on West Court street. On Tuesday
sad 'Woelnearisy 0( this week the'
News-De roocrit contained articles in
wkkh it indirectly made pleas co not
disturb the denizens of that section
One of those articles we characteriz-
ed as an insult to decant ekinens, and
it was the one closing with this para-
graph, tosirit• "The people who stir-
red up the strife see now that they
have made a mess of it and would
like somebody to help them let go."
That article received the condemna-
tion ,,f many good clizens. ad
came as a surprise, because
News-Democrat less than three
weeks ago was strongly in favor of
wiping out the red light district. The
repo day that paper contained an-
other artiele of like tenor, and as no
plausible reason was as-igned for
the radical change of frons,•The Reg-
is(er was moved to ask -Is there a
'rake off' somewhere dmenCohe line
re men who have influence with
that misguitkd journal?'
We have no desire to do an injus-
tice to the News-Democrat. nor to
leave any room for doubt as to its
it:seiner position on the Red Light
District, and as the public is fully
aware of the chaaged position it as-
sumed a few days ago, we now re-
produce all• editorial that appeared in
the Paducah 'News-Dettocrat, Mon-
day 24.2v'efraber 12, .1406 which was
as follows:
'WILL KEEP 'HIS WOW).
"In regard to the stamping out of





th Pat the en le who ,'Liii-ed up the..  P._
strife made a mess of it and would
like to lei go. In all candor and sin-
cerity we wish to ask, who has made
a mess o( it and who regrets the po-
sitn they have taken in the mat-
ter? The two-faced News-Democrat
or those who honestly arl truly wish
o better the moral conditions Of.
city? Such discreditable journal-
ism as that shown by the News-Dem-
ocrat should disgust tit: respectable
Citizens of Paducah.
But if any of our readers are still
-skeptical upon the attitude of the
News-Democrat of less than three
weeks ago, on the question of wip-
ing out the red light district, please
lead the article reproduced below,
aid which origMally appeared in the
News-Democrat, Sunday, November
ii, toed, and was as follows:
WHAT ABOUT THE COURT
STREET CROWD?
"Little, more than two weeks re-
main of the time granted to the keep-
ers of bawdy houses on Court street
to move out of the neighborhood,
and as yet they are all at the old
stand and in full blast. This would
seem as if they imagined that some-
thing would intervene to save them
from the inevitable move. Nor have
they beers idle. Anonymous letters
have been sent out threatening what
they would do if forced to move, etc.
Recently they have attempted to
tams all sorts of influence to bear
to gain an extdasion Of .time until
April 1, simply to have one more
winter 610 . carry op their criminal
trade, as the winter is the most
•iitutitable season for such houses.
%Slide they claim they desire an es•
tension of time simply ou the ground
that they have as yet found no plate
to go,,it is well known that most of
them have already made arrange-
ments to move to a neighborhood
hdden away and retired and separat-
e from decent folk, and some of
them, at•least have made contracts
fos improvement of their new quar-
ters, etc. The plea of having no
where to go is useless, were to elimi-
nate entirely the question of their
oebauchery, illegal practices, crimin-
al existence. Judge Reed has spoken
and is no man to change his word,
but let the law-abiding. c:tizens of the
town let the bawdy house keepers
the know that the judge was but voicing
:public sentiment when he is fearless-
`.y and uncompromisingly issued his
"move on" order, and that public
sentiment is behind him in his action.
December 1 is the last day of grace
for the Court stceet neighborhood by
order of the court, under penalty for
contempt of court sod al' impatient
'mastic is awaiting the time when this
plague spot of the community will
be removed "
lucky nniong malty. dote....
.re not sati3fied with thi: comItict
tite democratic party, and.like the in-
dependent. republicans in New York,
they vote for the opposite party as a
1:•buke to what they consider a wrong
to the party, and if the Herald
would be consistent in its explana-
tion of the increased republican vote
in Kentucky it must accept The Reg-
ister's view of the situation or re-
treat from the position it takes on the
situation in New York.
A Simple Remedy.
A plain, pointed and simple solu-
tion of disposing of the • harlots of
West Court street sink ItkIrri
Register yesterday we'll-kn. our
citizen who travels any„ead all ided
of gaits. -Build a bigger jail
put them iu it like we do with Other
criminals. When people become
hardened criminals the law says they
must be imprisoned. Inebriates and
insane persons who are a menace to
society are confined in hospitals and
asylums. Therefore common bawds
should have the law applied to them
the same as other dangerous char
acters."
The Register stands ready to guar-
that if the officer; who have
to enforce the la4 notify the
women of Paduc'ab, whether
residents of West Court street en
any other locality that it is a case of
eigher cease their lives of shame .or





A Revelation to Boma&
(Louisville Herald.)
. The figures from New York State
outside the city are a revelation to
the republican bosses. Mr. Hearst.
outside the greater city, ran ahead of
all the rest of his ticket. The whole
ocket polled marvelouslf well in a
state carried by Roosevelt in Nos
%rah a plurality of 175,00a The "up
State" section then gave the presi•
dent a plurality of more than aork
OW. Higgins' plurality for governor
two years ago over Herrick, a much
more conservative democrat than
Hearst, was Snoop Hughes' plurality
'this year is 23.000 short of that fig-
ure.
Viewed from any standpoint, there
is one inevitable conclusion—thous-
ands of voters, heretofore republicans,
t voted this year for He:Act Have
'they left the republican .patty 'for-
ver? That refrains to be seen Thar
have certainly registered strong Wro-'1
test against the bosses allied wkk
trusts, corporations and monopolies
which maintain such powerful lobbies
New York and Kentucky. at Albany
Mr. Hughes, tnc successful reptib
lican candidate, at a :ecent dinner
well said that there exists a wide-
spread "uneasiness and discontent."
His remark gave offense in Some
qnarters, but he is right. The election
figures show that discontent is vet,-
active and very resolute in expres-
sion. But for Mr. Roosevelt's in-
dorsement of the Hughes candidacy
it had been buried under an avalanche
of ballots. The kind of discontent
which prevails cannot be reached. by
prosperity or high wages It is not
political, but moral.
Quoth Betty , Green, the
richest woman in the United Stites:
"There is going to be a revolution
in this country, and the people are
going to rvolt against the oppressions'
of the trusts. There will be a de-
luge, and these streets will run with
blood When the people are aroused."
The oheervant I "v cortitvreit: "The
people are finding out gradually
about the trusts, and when they yea-
lize a little more fully how they. ere
ruining the chances of the - average
person, there is going to be a revolu-
tion It will be a deluge, I tell
with the result, of the state election eon"
in New York. The Herald points out The full dinner pail and the satis-
that outside of Greater New York tied stomach will never blind th
e
Hughes' plurality over Hearst was Ame
rican people to public wrolfigs.
The American is a righteous nation
55,000 when .two years before the re- and slow to anger. But once con-





%V a, alleged that the temporary gains
of the republican party in Kentucky,
was due to "conversion to the prin-
ciples of the itpublitan party." The
Register took issue, .vrith the Her-
ald on the proiositioei and n these
columns Tuesday, morning we point-
%
co out that tbesiaevea3e in the re-
cublican 'voite."Ikeas. due to the fact
that thousaritts Of hide-pendent dem-
ocrats were. .dissatisfied with the
the Louisville
article in which
"tad has „loan us ward sad th„„„i methods that prevail .and conditions
that exist in the conduct of the
dunocratic 'party in this state, the
charge has not been due to conver-
who are familiar with the character
of this able jurist. feel assured that
there will be no tufting from him
fixed purpose.
better Padscah morally and in the
fare as in *wows:. v611 he heard on
all occasions, *ben a word is needed
in behalf of the betterment of moral
'conditions.
"These harnifill resorts should have
teen put out of business long ago.
One should ilsot grumble over the W-
ires of the past, however, but on the
Miser head urge immediate action, so
far at least as the removal of dose
moral eyesores are concerned.
"Judge Reed may be retied on to
4o Isla duty,*
Like the Pharisee of old, that
itypoeritical sheet smiles itself on the
-beast, and in the second paragraph
totodairns that it stands for better
se:orals, and boasts that it will be
Atard on all occasions when a word
* needed in behalf of the betterment
sof moral ,coaditiona The Register
VI, behalf f the respectable people Of
Path:resit Airdi ak the Neivs-DeMo-,
erat to pleace keep silent if it con-
siders the articles appearing in its
columns this wade to I); in behalf of
better morals.
Now go back and read the
parairaph again and utile ft'cisv eiger
the journalistic acrobat was for Im-
mediate action" for "the. jemoval of
these moral eyesores; yet in fifteen
fdays time after this spasm of good
morals. the News-Democrat Alleges
Herald of yesterday ap-
pears an editorial headed "A Revela-
tion to Bosses:" which we reproduce
on this page. The editorial deals
.1%e piewnr,Deibecrat stand* far a sion to republicanism, but
 to dis,
satisfaction or discontenr with condi-
tions.
In the
er says: "The litidt .10 •disimitent
which prevails cannot be reached by
prosperity or high wages. it is not
political, but mord."
Thea‘ came conditions exist in Ken-
.701 ' •••• 4 •••• •-•.:•‘ ••••• •
President Roosevelt a plurality 'of
weer 200,000. The Herald then sags:
"Viewed from any. standpoint, there
is an inevitable -conclusi•ott-tthous-
an& of voters, keretohare, repsibh-
cans, voted this year for Hearst." ,
The' Herald does not at,•tilitite the
late iscrease itcs the democeatic gots'
to conversion to democratic 'princi-
ples, but further alongdin the article
it is suaaniecritip at. the esult of\clis-
content, for that paper. says: "IVie
election figures show that disconteret
of Snow, mkt I bination of selfish classes is using
this government to enrich theniselVes
by the impoverishment of the hettfti-
ttide, it will be all over with the real
revolutionists—the greedy, the tint.1




Tillman did the expected at Chicago
last night, when he spoke his mind
op.,the, race question. with fewor
terrupticitls than he 'is' atcustotitea 'tO
in filling his Chautauqua engagements
in Northern and Western states,. The
‘,147...0tive ad ;very regAittte Clie;-
‘ft he presented do not•exagiet
the South's determination to prolett its
expression." Ana the Heiald furth-. r \women against assault, but, with-that
eacception, the harangue was rIetede up
or Tillminisms, to Which their suthbr
and no Southern man attaelleap,sPe-
ciai significance, 'the threat ,e4 eace
war ak, just Tillmagt's way- of ,sityitegi
tha t thE negroes must behave them-
•
AIN110.7 ' ' —
"PRVAT MINDS FLOW IN mliE SAKE CHANNEL.'
(Editorials Louisville Evening Post
Nov. 28.)
If they should sell every lazy man
at auction, as they plan t• in
Elizabethtown, the supply oi auc-
tioneers will hardly equal' the demand
Ailif nAker of Pittsburg hunters have
ad exciting encounters with bears
but fortunately they were not the
Wall street variety.
t .
From the noise being Matte In
Frankfort, it looks like some of the
bricks thrown by Dr. Powell have
found a tender spot.
Unfortunately, that Kansas train
robber was captured by the conductor






If they should sell every lazy man
at auction, as they plan to do in
Elizabethtown, the supply of auc-
tioneers will hardly equal the demand
A number of Pittsburg hunters have
had exciting encounters with bears
but fortunately they were not the
Wall street variety.
From the noise being made in
frankfort, it looks like sonic of the
bricks thrown by Dr. Powell have
found a tender spot,
•
Unfortimately, that Kansas train
robber was captured by the conduatoi
before he had held up the Pulling%
car porter . •
LOWER LIMB WAS SCHOOL BOYS ARE
OPERATED ON VICTORIOUS
PARTICLES OF IRON MOVED
FROM LEG OF mit. DAVE
RITTOFF.
White Man By Mistake Shot John
Pitts, Brakeman, Who is Brought
Here For Treatment
Dr. David llitietoff is confined
his home on South Fourth street
result of an operation. The flesh
his limb being laid open in order






Mr. Rittoff is the iron dealer of'
near Second and Kentucky arras.;
and several weeks ago a stack of
heavy material of this nature fell over
on him at his estabhshment, and pato
fully injured his leg.
Shot Through Mistake.
John Nits,- colored, bras br, .ght
to the railroad hospital nesterd.e. for
treatment of an injured kg is A.:lch
he had been shot at Cecilia, vs the
Louisville divssion. Pitts is a lirake-
man. At Cecilia a white man !lad a
quarrel with another brakene.n on
the train, and went for his gm. He
returned, and mistaking Ftts for the
cne with whom 'the white men had
quarreled, blazed away, the shot
striking Pitts' limb and p..•nfully
hurting hm.
-The chick?: fights schdu: d for
et sterday in Illinois ooposite here,
wail not Pulled off, account the
rases-vine fighters ratline to show up
with their cocks
selves, and his advocacy of itching
has in it nothing more sot ,tantial
than theories, so, far as he is individ-
a man of his native shreadnes, should
uallv concerned. It is unfortunate that JAG sTReNcER
see in such unbridled utterances a
quick and easy mean, of reniunera-
rion, and the fact that he does should
not be interpreted as repress :ttative
too seriously concerned with 
of the views of the South, iich isdo:
act-
ual evil of the negro problem s waste SOME
time in conjuring up future irons, HIS
There is, however, another side of
the question, and that is the ttempt
of the negroes of Chicago to -reVent
Mr. Tillman's exercise of his "Tissues-
toned right of free speech. Ti, t their
appeal to Mliyor Dunne res• aed in
that official's agreement Do. to be
present at the Tillman "meet ig," is
simply another of the evida ues be Some strange man was *mid laing
his so abundantly given of his spine- on the sidewalk, dead drunk, at Sixth
less incompetence to deal neth any and Broadway last night shortly after
Jive situation. But aside fro•n thisI to o'clock. His jag was so heavy it
ne hollow victory, the negroes have carried him down into a pile and the
lost more than they gained' through police started around from the city
their ihreits of violence. The atti-cre and hall after him, but by time they could
andt of their editors, preieb get there friends had come along and
leaders his done more to ali tae picking up the unfortunate, carried
sympathy Ism them than any facts .
which Mr. Tillman could have present- 
hem away
'ed. As an evidence of the result pro-
duced by their crusade, the following
paragraphs - from a letter to the ne-
grophile Chicago Chronicle is not
without instructive interest:
"Take the current Tiillman ieci-
dent for another example. Here we finder noticed the lost ad in these
have negroes attempting to dictatae to columns, and returned the viluables
white people respecting the speakers to Attorney Boyd of the Fraternity
whom they may invite to address them building.
and a negro newspaper editor advo-
cating lawlessness and riot in fash- Stealing Waste Charged.
ion which would land a white edjtqr James Burford, colored, was ar-
in jail and later in the penitentiary rested last evening by Special Officer
The negro begins to deem himself Kirk of the I. C., yard force, on the
a, privileged person, exempt from die.are charge of stealing waste from the
operations pf the _laws which
• •na irn the white mall! a** * ‘• bakes of the ears and rcarrying it
The darky was looked up.
'Is' it possible that such insolence away'
CARIED HONORS OFF THE
FOOTBALL FIELD YES-
TERDAY.
Although Outclassed As to Weight
and Size, Scholars Sent Othites
Down to Ignominious Defeat.
The Paducah High echo& tootball
team came out of yesterday's contest
covered with glory, as they defeated
i
the members of the R.. L. C. team by
a score of 6 to 5, in the presence of
several hundred people.
t. The sport was fast and furious
'from the outset, the good plays keep-
ing the spectators deeply interested
and enthused throughout. The school
boys made a touch-down and kicked
goal in the first haff, while the other
club made no scores. In the second
half the R. L. C.'s got a touchdown,
and this finished the contest at a
score of 6 to 5.
This puts the school boys as the
champions of West Kentucky, as they
have defeated everything that came
their way since the season opened
Thy were outclassed as to weight and
size by their opponents, but this stood
them nothing in the way to skill and
abihty as they rushed everything
their way throughout the game. and
would have made another touchdown
but for a technicality.
The line-up was:
High School—Cheek, Cave, Scott
jilliott Burton, Reader, Bagbby, Hai-
Icy, St, John, Fisher, Janes.
R. L. C.'s—Beyer, Wickliffe, ayes
Elliott Cope. Coburn Orme, Owen
Henneberger, Martin, Kidd, Sights.
NAN THE MAN




as this can fail to excite the gravest
irritation? Is it not inevitabale that
evetn.tbe 'most ndulgent friend of the
negro must eventually be alienated
and that all the white men will Pres-
ently. stand together ,agaitist all the
negroes?' • '•
"The monstrious effrontery of a race
yesterday ettiatipated from slavery
assuming to dictate to its emancipa-
tors is simply unthinkable. The his-
SAVCS A LITE BY AN. ,
OPERATION MID Dnig
London. Nov. 29,—While perform-
ing delicate operation at Chelten-
ham last night, Dr. G. B. Ferguson,
formear president of the British kedi-
!al Association, dropped dead. Be
saved a life at the expense of h:s
own, As the physician ceased bend.tory of mankind presents no parallel
to, it." Fog over the opetation tabte his
The worst enemy of the negro is scapel dropped from hilniand sne he
. collapsed.... His heart Was ioo weaknot Mr, Tinautn, but the negro him
.elf to and the strain pat upon it
•
•
Young Lady Picked Up the Lost $tet
In Money and $yS Cheek. That
Was returned to Owenr.
Found the Money.
The police were yesterday notified
that there' had been found and re-
turned to the owner the $tet in money
and $36 cheek, lost on Broadway near
























DID YOU GET IT?
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Arrives at 9 a. m.; lea•vas at 6 p. m.
from start to finis..A with wonderful thi
DRESS GOODS BULLETIN.
s piacas *inch Plaid DressGoods
Friday, 53% a yard. 
 I
so pieces Drees Goode 46 inches
wide, in blacks, crasten, brews, pink,
light blue and navy, a great Friday
bargain, ted a yard.
Green, Red &Ad Gray,
Cloth, Friday 3.1c a yard.
4sh&dss of winch Green Broad-
cloth in Si to Sias qualities, at 75c
Friday. All Broadcloths special Psi-
day.
3 pieces handsome 44-iach $5, to
Sa15 Black Dress Goods, shake Psi-
day dec yard.
Sides Fine 36-inch Black Taffeta
Silk, Friday 115c a yard.
early, stay all day if you like. We will entertain you
Eleven Big Departments all filled with Friday Bargains
CLOAK, SUIT, SKIRTS AND
WAIST BULL/MD'
72 Skirts, $3.e0 lookers, Friday
$141.
10 1014 Coats worth up to $13-50,
Friday $7.5o.
is Coat Suits worth up to $18, Fri-
day Slays.
al Plaid Silk Waists /5 values, Fri-
day $aait
Black Taffeto Silk Waists $4e
values, Friday $245.
8 Silk Petticoats, $5 values, Friday
1
$3.50.
Lased Hose Friday zoc a pair.
soo pairs women's isc heavy ribbed
Hew, FricIty zee a pair.
Children's sac White Leather
Hose, Friday lot a pair.
Children's 15c Dixie Ribbed Hose,
Friday ia% a pair.
C.hildren's Fleece Lined Jersey rib-
bed Union Suits, Friday 24as
Women's Fleece Lined Jersey rib-
bed Vests and Pants, Friday 24c.
FRIDAY BULLETIN
lac Fine Outings, attractive dark
styles, perfect goods, Friday 7aec a
yard.
toe Flannelette, worth Sc at whole-
sale Friday's price 7c a yard.
sec Cotton Battings, Firday 8c a
roll.
as pairs of $1.5o Bed Blankets,
Friday $1.19 a pair.
roc Towels, Friday 7C.
Boys' and girl's extra heavy Union
Suits Friday 4r.
CLOTHING BULETIN.
25 Men's Sio.00 Suits Frilay $5.00
each.
18 Men's $1o.00 Overcoa.s, Friday
$7.50 each.
Every boy's Suit or Ova-coat at
bargain prices today, Friday.
zoo pairs Men's soc GI, ves, Fri-
day 35c a pair.
icio Suits Men's soc Uncle: .hirts and
Drawers, Friday 43c.
36 Men's and Boys' ac Cape. Fri-
day isc each.
FRIDAY SHOE BULLETIN
Too pairs James /deers $3.0a
Men's Shoes, Friday $2.6s a pair.
75 pairs Brocton 1$3 5o Men's
Shoes Friday $3.15 a pair.
6o pairs Kneeland $4,00 Men's
Shoes, Friday $3.65 a pair.
48 Pairs La France, Women's $3.-
00 Shoe. Friday $2.65 a pair.
36 pairs La France Women's $3.50
Shoes, Friday $3.15.
24 pairs La France Women's $4,00
Shoe, Friday $3.65 a pair.
All other Shoes ae, special pricespriday
atbour's Department Store NOTRH THIRD STREETHalf Square From Broadway
• ,retierere701-6----
MIS TO BE RAISED BY . 7‘70!:::: K OVER tatter portion of last month, but who • * • 4' + • • + • • + ".` • 4. tis now much better. When her condi- • .non will justify it the father returns • PERSONAL MENTION. •
to his home in this city. • •CITY ACCOUNTS I w... work. • • • • • • + 4. • • 4. • 411•I MV. William Sept has retiltelr4 Prevents and cures chapped rouges; The laborers are progressing rapid-ly from anthers, at Kariba)lwith the brick street work on in
STATIONS AND CIRCUITS
THE BOARD OF DISTRICT STEWARDS APPORTIONED "TO
EACH CIRCUIT AND SEVERAL CONGREGATIONS THE
AMOUNT OF MONEY BAC H IS TO RAISE FOR CONFER-
E N 011 FUND-MEMO III PR OVEN EN TS BEING MADE TO
TIM DISTRACT PARSONAGE ON JEFFERSON ,. NEAR
ELEVENTH STREES-MANY OUT YETERDAY FOR
THANKSGIVING WORSHIP.
thiruig the Mempin, eouference of dulged in, many of the congregation
the hfetbotlist churches, two weeks being there. Dr. Bowling's personal-
ago At Ripley, Tenn., the body decided ity is one that impresses everyone
that the congregations in the Paducah and he will be greeted by large con-
district should contremte during the gregations next Sunday morning and1
next twelse months the sum of $7,562 evening when he delivers his initial
to the. fund oat of which is to be sermons.
7 paid the salary of the presidia* elder Rev. Naylor, the new pastor for the
to support of Methodist bishops City Missions, has arrived and is in-
loreign and home missionary work stalled at the new parsonage erected
sad to the confareace claimants, who in the Lone Oak section of the corm-
are superannuated ministers, and the ty. He will next Sunday begin the
widows and orihans of 'deceased round of the congregations under his
preachers The general conference charge.
decided that this sum should come Rev. G. W. Banks and family ars
front the Paducah district, the total, rive today from Memphis to move
for each cause being as follows: pre- into the Trimble street Methodist
siding elder's .milary $2,000; bishops church pareosiage on rotatable near
$369; claimants Si aso; foreign mission Twelfth street He fled this pulpit
work Stilga; home mission work for the first time last Sunday, and
$735: educational $446; church eaten- then went back home for his fam-
sion, $yos; Agterican Bible 'society ny.
am; printing toinates. $50-
' for the Paducali•
Lam Friday tli/holoard of stewards
d held a meet- Large congregations attended 411
Large Congregations.
ing at the Broad-way Methodist the Theakagiving -set-sets held 'yes-
church, and after figuring over the en- let lay Morning an, last evening at
tire money to be, raised-, the stewards the different churches hete'of the
apportioned to, ofi follow:dm coisgpt, city. The attendance was considered
larger than last year.stations an41 circater;the antotn*a.
ipeetfied . I. •
'Aelingtcm circuit. $22.5.543; Bardvrell Mbdimsacy Kesdaga.
circuits, ..501,7
circuit. $450;arlow and Wickliffe
g eine, teenier will be resumed this afternoon
The "Week of Prayer ahd Self
$214; Broadway t ist chtrch dit the Broadway Sfethodist church by
$1477eslity, tosgi eiresgula the foreign Amin:my soeisigr.which
cjfesit. *win; csn6A ittAbld kts:' started them Wilaa1ay and conducted
drarnsingtoa circuit, $asagn LaCenter dual each afternoon until Weems-
circuit, lipaso; Lovelaceville circuit, day. when they were- continued over
til this thew:soon. The bdies area
losing aad studying different
eign countries and the missionary
weirkers, the sessions proving of ex-
ceptional interese
Poo Ice on the e. Dr
fiBlackard itas colleete A off
Itleis full Igloo indebte d ' note
fa additios eo that, $ete s, be ex-
it-tided
' Now
\r , ifietvh.e WLB roTa. d lolling,  ft thoe .1; it -c raisuaixtehn
f arrived last night at fijo o'clock over
The N.. C. & St. L. railroa an itt
mow at the chur
Watt?) Seventh'
isad Jeffs:soon ' Oicefriion
btifismittee ?net- 'atltsi an
leeeorted the iliv;ise to the parsonage
, ilgiere A feltera 1 love fra 5, was in.
lislarso; :sMaj.fseld *cuff,
Mayfield litation vont Wilsons
$3c0;$; Oak Level 'circuit, Safici.scs
land circuit. $201: Sedalia 1 cuit
Straeso; Spring Hill circuit. $495.93;
Third street Methodist churc t;
Trimbile street Snag istedita, ch
am; Wingo circuit, $145.14
vine circuit. $396:54a, • •
The congregations in every circuit
will captribute their portion accord-
ing to the member of membeit and re-
essonrces.
The trustees of thP • silage oe-
ewstpied by Presithng J et J. W
three weeks' revival at aillacktrd have provided to expend
Twelfth street IS-aptist churtia.angoo in improving the residence. which
rrir Jefferson ewer. staeetwork iesatohis flat add Magisterial Convention.
Rev. Wm. Briorg'isin will return thisIrides for near/
morning from Woodvilte where hetrace, etc. 4...4* \ ' a
list night conducted a very interestWhen presiding Elder Blackard
ing Sunday schol convention for Isene-look charge of this district duringNovember, rgos, there, s a idebt of fit of all the Sunditis schools of the Now is the time foreighth magisterial district in Vie
county: Wdtd Vein there Was tit isthe gathering was attended' by . au
exceedingly large. number of-workers
who pktnised cotaiideralsiesin
potitil'ett to be purened iti this..
callink.
-Thi• Padtreih 'Auxiliary of the
Christian Women's' :Board of blies
sions, will obserne the first Lord's
y Decembir t tge. Aro Chris-
get ehanth, at Orne Rev. W. J.
afealspeth.:Wilf deliver' she sermon.
Z. • •‘.
cert,'4 are fond of attenticin; Mar .
4.•••=414
HOSIERY BULLETIN
72o pairs women's isaec Fleece
FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETS
THIS AFTERNOON TO PRE-
PARE FOR ALLOWANCES





Laborers Shortly Begin Laying the
Brick on Washington Street-
Other Public Matters.
the nuance committee for the coun-
cil and aldermen will meet this after-
noon at 3 o'clock at the office of City
Auditor Alexander Kirkland for pur-
pose of checking over accounts held
by firms and individuals, and also to
go over the payroll of the public at-
taches, for all of which the money
will be allowed during the regular




The city engineer and board of
public works are gradually getting
out estimates for the contractors
showing the amount each property
owner owes for the brick
street and concrete sidewalk work
done on Kentucky avenue and Jeffer-
son street By the last of next weekl
all the estimates will be fisaisked and.
turned ower to the contractors for the-
entire work. It will require several
weeks to make them out
• Track Fosindetian.
Yesterday morning about deytight
the laborers finished laying the con-
crete and grouting foundation for the
double-track weak of the traction
company on Broadway between
Fourth and Fifth streets. Now the
work of filling over the ties will be
effected, and then the new brick laid
from ctirb tio curb, in the entire
separe.
Police Commissioner.
Mr. Richard Sutherland, member of
the board of police and fire commis-
sions, is expected from Los Angeles
Cal., sometime next month. He has
been there now for about one month
attending the bedside of his daughter
Miss Clausie Sutherland, who was
rendered precariously during the
Washington between First and Third _ t 4,..)
the concrete foundation being mostly Mrs. Starr Milani is visiting herd
down, while work of laying the brick from Memphis.
starts before many days and will be Mr. George McClure and wife of
Louisville, are visiting thear son, Mr.rushed through, as will similar im-
provements on Second from Kentucky A. C. McClure of JelOrion street.'
avenue to Washington. The men are r. Robert Stoekroaa, wife and son
to finish this much of the contract be- o'• liamPhis, arc Inat.1414"r14' R. A.
fore extreme cold weather arrives Pike of South Eleventh
while the First street work goes over Mr. Herbert Hecht, the traveling
man, has returned from 'a trip to Oh -
for fear this thoroughfare might get lahoma.
torn up and operations have to dis- Misses Lillie Hobson and nelen
continue on account of cold weather Hills spent yesterday in Mayeld.
which would thereby leave First Mrs. Lucy Smitlr, of Clarksville,
street impassable. Tenn., arrived yesterday to visit Sits.
I Ella Puryear.. Watchmen At Crossings. Mrs John Little and son yesterdaySeperintradent Egan, of the Louis. went to Dresden, Teng, for a brif
*ill‘e *vision of the Illinois Central visit.
railroad, has been in the city every Mr. Claude Ewell ad wife, of Chi-
few days for the last week or two cago, are - rititing the f ortner's us-
but has not had time to confer with ter, Mrs. M E. Ham, of North
Ifayor Yeiser regarding night watch- Sixth street.
men being placed at all the dangerous Mrs. Joseph Augustus has returned
erotsings. The supirintndent is busy
getting straightened out the congested
and torn-up condition of affairs in
this section by the many washouts
which...so seriously crippled traffic dur-
ing elle past week or two. As soon as
the superintendent gets time he and
the mayor will talk this ma' • Cr over
Elect City Officers. '
It 'it possible that during the resii-
!ar councilmanic meeting next Mon-
day evening the mebers of that body
will make up their mind as to what
date, they want Mayor Yeiser to call
a joint meeting of the council and
aldermen for purpose of electing the
asarleetmaster, erbarlsosster, . license
illoPactor. city merksbeir asd saber sista-
Par'eliectiee officials who are to serve
foe tier 'assist twelve 
1 
mamba 
These elections insist be Widnes*
the roonth of December, as thetis the
tints Vrestilbeeby tite' charter. • '
Isom Nahville, where she has been
residing for several months.
Messrs. W. C. and Joieph Weals,
of Dover, Tenn, are bete, having be •
called several days age by the illness
o: thir brother, Mr. E. P. Weaks, who
d,cfl last night.
Mr. Charles Stubbleekl, of New
Concord, Ky, is in the city, having
been summoned by the fatal illness of
his antis, Mr. E. P. W take.
. Mr. Clem Bleach and wife, of Jack-
son, Tenn., were here yesterday, spen-t
ding Thanksgiving with the former's
parents, Mr. and Mts. John W.
Bleich,
Mias Cuthbert loacli, of Grareyi
Ky., is visiting Miss Sarah Weeks.
Mr. Siwozsiti G. Peed ken acme t
Cincinnati on business.
SAYS LOU PAY* Ilaf
THREAT GOT $4o,00ce
Attorney Note Declares Frederick
A. Burnhans Had to Borrow
die
WATSON TO RUN FOR
GOVERNOR
Indiana Congressman to Have Sup-
part of Manly Wing of Party.
La • Porte, Ind.. 29.-An-
nouneensene was made letakty that
Congressman James E. Watson of
the Sixth Indiana district will seek
the republican nomination for gov-
ernor and that he will have the sup-
port of the Mudy wiag of the "arty.
A coincidence is that Rev. T. H.
Kuhn of Richmond, who opposed
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderraa Cream
stun. Makes the skin soft. smooth
sod white. Removes al! blemishes
by ate cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.






You are hereby respectfully notified
that the last half of your City Tax
Bill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and may
save ytra a Ten Par Cent pimalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliest
chrtreniersee, that you may avoid
crowd and delay of the last days. s
Yotue very trek',
JOHN J. DORIAN,- ,•
,$ .-• trsitasi4;;;..!,• •
*Owing that the Mutual Reserve was
insolvents- Mr.- Mott further %aliege+)
+that' Bitrnham admitted. to. Willa fir
bad finally got tars- th cow...Own to
.$40.ctio: and had baict that sum out
of his man pocket., ;
lir. N, Maisipg b .chargcs
regarding 'Lou Payn. concluded by
s -ing that Burnham had „bersowed
$6poo frtfen /lotus Brockway.
Me. Rind insisted 'that canspiracy
was not alleged, an 4 before, inter% be
shown,' he iiid,consirrify.w2old have
first or be -establitre'd ,OattsNov 
spiracae shriali.' Mr....../Pahd ad-
mitted, the acts 'of oni "aa,ptilti; of
coarse, be birilling on the other
fendant. He further said that the
only way :Mk. Nott relied' Ori estab-
nshing the connection was by showing
that George Bunthaan was counsel
eihen the snit was brought and:ectfles
silent made.'Congressman Watson for re-election declared that Lou Payn, at that time
is being boomed fr the democratic superintendent of insurance, had d It seems perfectl ynattnal for:some !'gubernatorial nomination. manded $icioyaoei ' i. people to toe unnataral. 
•
New York, Nov. 29.-In ins address
at the trial of George Burnham, Jr.
today while the jury was absent, hav-
ing been ordered from the court room
Assistant District Attorney Noft said
that, ,Frederick A. Jlurnham, presi-
dent of the Mutual Reserve, had asked
J. Douglas W:tells to nut Is,o75 in his
expense account beeante he was in
financial straits.
As a reason for his financial 'Z'Ois-
dition, Mr. Mott said, Burnham had
Revival Meetings.
Rev. T. J. Owen continues drawing
large crowds nightly at the West
Tennessee street Methodist ettureb
where he is conducting a protracted
meeting with assistance of the other
Methodist divines of the city.
Rev. E. H. Cunningham expects to
bring to. a dose toniorr ntje
s es





Also dealer ir Agent hi 'Whiteliall and
Agatha, ,Cemeest4 •OMPIIENTb".,v
you to fill yom cal kolas.. i I
Ii 414 Cunningham,
ried we‘men are fond of contention. Phafiefg$ ok 960, New
%




245. - Thirteenth and Adams Mret
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We rcommend the use
g,f
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing 
and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or 
lips.
Is a one night cure 
tor
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky 
or







The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONEILS
WHY?
Because it ▪ iro▪ ns smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stitl or pleated
bosoms like ,new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




1idest Prices Paid for Second-Haed
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell every:shag.
sill-arao Court Street; 010 Phase
3:6A.
Clem Fransiola


















Dr. B. T Hail
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers
. fee
North Fifth. 34., n Phones 
355.
Residence 1041 .1/4 Phone 1600
 •
J. K. FIENDRIC.E, J. G. MILLS&
MARBLZ.
Headrick, Nilo
&sena is all the courts of 
the
etafg. Bolt abases 31.
BOoute 1. s Sod 3 Register 
Baia.






OFFICES: Bestoa, Ky., rear bast
Marshall County; Padacal, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
Kew 'new IL& Old Phone 414
R. 71, LIGHT700T.
LAWYER.





Room aosi Fraternity Bales&
Dffiee 'phase Old 331 LRadiomen
Alone old 464.
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS alE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
3o6 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River ?adkrn
et company—the cheapest and boo
excursion ort of Paducah.
38 1111 Fer Vie Rani Trip itUU Tenoessee river & refer'
It h a trip of pleasure, c0M11111
and rest good service, good mid
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other Information apply to Jai





i.)fhoto and Raddenas, Beano 3 and
Callamhis ralfseg.
41. /Mr tejsz•moild.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Balding






J. C. Floarnoy Cecil Ito
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYSINS.
Rooms to, 11 and 12, Oolamois Bidg
PADUCAH, Y.
fir.
ti. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE tao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:







THRONE OF THE CAESARS.
rhought to Have Bean round by Ex-
cavators in the Ancient
Ruins.
The official Roman director of emcee
asthma" thinks he has discovered the
throne of the anelent Caesars, report"
the New York Times. The pressat 'ma-
jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has
bee& to see it, and is seemingly not un-
willing to admit its pretensions. The
only description of this imperial ..at
so tar given is that its covering or
ceiling is ornamented with beautiful
small squares of stucco. It Is a raised
dais standing near the chasm of Mar-
ais earth's. of all the gorges which
wrtaale the surface of the earth the
gaols renowned in human story.
Voltaire remarked that a themes was
a composition of boards and velvet
(Mad thus a ass of Its gsneraill
Meretiricious and transient character.
That of the Caesars, however. stands
immenrv anlidtty and ought to be
M Its eseseeet. 'saunas as won
er adamant Probably we shall bear
all &host te erne of these days, and per
baps some &smartens saillioantre will
try to tmport it and give it a ['Laos
bts artistic treasures.
Leresio the Magniffseat proposed to
bring the Holy Sepulcher from Jenne-
lea aad set it ap aa • detail of the
Mealosan tomb, still the proudest al
Moreatine decorations. Rriagins httli•
eft the Caesars' throne would hardly be
a mere ambitious eiptott. tugk Rome
may be expeeted to tattle *gains( the
one as Jerusalem did, and s41ccesatu117.
agaimist the other.
nest and lark no doubt. the Ilse at
the Osman eat as laneseerable
leashes of pride. the teeter fres this
cooly esead to that of ~the living
throne; the sapphire Yuma" The im-
perial easpeetan smoothed by Prot.
Deal La the Forum Is but or it
thew so rttatal royal chair, iotag
bask se sr less asthmatically to the
Mises of Alined, sad promebd. to
not Me may me whisk the Ilse et
Ileitis& soversigety has prams& bef
gsod maay. • stogie MO0410111 seal
which had misfired the ar wand Osse-
ars. ass attar &bother, frost Marten
Is the stadia, of the Um. weadd he •
kWh, to aesestniate upon it the glow
of Ishatory all all its dim smarts sad
allies were loodod with Its radiance.
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
Under the Clever Manipalaties of
Women It Brought That
Prices.
Up in Pike county, Missouri. where
the me nare ever gallant and the wo-
men fat: and full of sweet charity, a
band of modern Ruth" has set a amp
record prise for corn. and Laeldestalky
added to the coffees of the poor. reports
lb. It. Louis Republic
It was is Frankford that the pries
of corp rose to three dollars a bushel
ender the clever mastpletatioe 01soy.
oral charitable women. who sold their
g.eanings in the public square lbw the
saes of 011dir1ty
The women of the Cumberland Pres-
byterian duvets of TniakIord last week
✓ot about to raise messy for the poor
of their city. hissers M. J. and IL W.
Joaas odered them a load of ears ban
Mohr tarm, just outside the city, pee.
Tided they would go ins the bead.
gather the sere and husk the grata
1&01171111T22.
71Se women gladly assaptad the ollot
sad, probate Di a farm ma ad a spas
of book' Missouri males, eat about
their task-
'Pea woosa, each providing beraell
with a tuba. sat out ow, soraing ists-
ly at also Weloaok. Maytag P•raildiare
aid ',tykes out to the Joan tom.
Delving tato tho Gold they slanged to
work and by half-post two that after.
Um bed husked esougb to Ill the
sign to overikowiag.
'Ma, after a booty bite of mask.
they souweasood the ratan trip to
Freabiord, driving into Mala stmt.
Wham they asetiosod of tho grata.
Eitandiag In the piddle is is
trout of her Mishears bunk. Mrs. S. W.
Jonas said the oars to the hIglisot M-
are. Whoa tAo 11boobob had tees
sold them was $70 in the made of the
gleaners for the poor.
It was a good price, even for Missouri
earn to have brought, but it was set
quite enough, and many of the gallant
purchasers donated their cereal par-
ohm's to be resold.
Them the auction begat over agais,
and when the last bushel had been ro
mold there was an additional $20.50 for
the poor, the El buehels having braggy
a total price of OM.
BM:union Rates on selves*"•Botli made their moien7 with tal
The Rive'
Rowe isip to h;VANEIVILLS AND
RETO'RN, cesdoces Passage OW:
thanked Mist hap nasals nal
berth incladst
V
ROUND =IP TO CAIRO, PIM
of ire or oyes Sz.so each, wIthooli
m: Ws wadi meals
Good book on all the boats. For
tether zarticulate me




"Mrs. Unity is not in Mrs. Billyeas
set at alt."
~What's the difference betwees
Shear.
**Mrs. Billyitas says the Multys at.
not In sunk gnaw business as them
game commodity."
"Yea, bat with • affeernos. The
Malts' dealt in crude petroleum whits
the Batman mad• their pile in reams
Amerfasa.
Gs As Rs RAISES
A KICK
ST. LOUIS POST PROTESTS
AGAINT SHAFT TO CON-
FEDERACY.
Monument to Be Erected in a Park
—Commissioners are Very
Indignant.
St. Louis, Nov. ats—A letter of pro-
test from Harry P. Harding Post
G. A. R., against the erection of a
monument by Confederate veterans
and their descendants in Forest Park
has tootieeet ••••• of Park Com-
•i,i-r1 Ault The letter
was received yesterday, and will be
promptly replied to by the commis-
sioner.
The communication goes at length
into a discussion of the efforts that
have been made since the closing of
hostilities between the North and the
terness. and says that the erection of OF FINE PICTURES ANDsouti, wipv out any feeling of bit-
a monument to the Confederate cause
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY wimp
ALL YALU/OLD&
I. COHEN
sad BOUT H SECOND.
ON
would tend to stimulate and perpet
uate that sentiment. The letter asksi
the commissioner to put a stop tol
any efforts to erect a monument in
Forest Park that coming under his
jurisdiction.
Commissioner Ault is very indig-
nant over the letter, and says he will
furnish a reply such as it warrants
He said yesterday. that he will show
the letter to Mayor Wells, and will
then frame a sUtable answer.
Speaking of the matter, Commis-
sioner Aull said:
WAR CLOUD TOO LONG GONE
TO OCCASION BITTERNESS
"The war cloud that covered this
nation of ours for several year.
Threatening to disrupt the whole go.
ernment, has passed some forty or
more years ago. The Union has
buried its dead, and those of the
Lost Cause have wept over the graves
of their loved ones, and after these
many years it is time that the old
feeling and the old strife should be
forgotten. We are again- a united
people, and a matter of petty differ'
cnce, such as the erection of a monu-
ment to the fallen, no matter what
'heir cause, should hardly be con-
sidered.
"It is my opinion that a monument I
no matter to whom it is dedicated, a,
long is 11 is a man or woman who ha.
won a name in this broad land, or a
cause that was above reproach, and
which is a work of art has a right to
a place in our parks. We have a
monument to Sigel in Forest Park.
He was a Unionist, and if hc should
be honored—and, being a great leader
he should be honored—I see no rea-
son why men equally as great, who
fought under the Confederate banners
should not be recognized and honored




Robur•t Factory Is Blown Off
the Face of the Earth in
Westphalia.
Berlin, Nov. 29.— A "robnrit" fac-
tory near Witten, Westphalia, ex-
ploded this evening and was wiped
from the face of the earth.
I It is estimated that so° persons
were killed or wounded, but the exact
number had not been ascertained.
I Up to I:3o this morning eight dead
..bodies had been recovered, and eighty
of the severely wounded persons had
been conveyed to hospitals.
The work of rescue now going on is
attended with the greatest danger
j from the possibilities of a renewal
of explosions.
I The detonat:on was heard through
the entire surrounaing industrial
region, which is thickly settled.
Al!• the windows in the adjacent
town of Annen were destroyed by the
concussion, and many houses were un-
roofed. No house escaped injury.
The inhabitants of the immediate
neighborhood fled, orgicipatin.g an-
other explosion in the vaults of the
factory.
"Roburit" is an explosive of high
pawer, composed of saltpeter, am-
monial sulphur and other ingredients
It is not easily exploded by a blow
and it can be burned with safety in the
open air. Its power is second to that
of dynamite.
Napalms.
VIM Lit Man stood disconsolate.
9 Sun ears II sabool kms or
he lamentst •Nalirt ovary girl sines
Um boat-sales of Mae add she roulda't
saw war
forointli he disasally waited tar at
anal lmet up—N. Y. MIL
I! aids. No Wake.
"Be knead flys FM darn or boater
"Yea—en 1 riestater gut 'em on gt
Move now."
"What for?"
, "Ter steam de snakes out ay
411411111
CASH FOR BRYAN REGIMENT
Washington, Nov. 29.—The auditor
for the war department today admit-
' ted the claim of Colonel William J
I Bryan's regiment, the Third Nebras-
ka volunteers. for $28,24o, being the
rate of pay allowed at stzte rates for
Oat men of the regiment from the
time they reported for duty during
the Spanish-American war until they
were mastered into the service. The.
claim does not Include an item of
000 claimed by officers. This
amount doubtless will be approved in
accordance with the ruling made to-
"y, A veer Rbont -ren
• :1!q. r '; :a,; u eaos




WE WILL TALE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU EVERYTMEN.
IN STOCK. WE ARE NZADQUARTES FOR NEARLY EVZSIT
FOR /CURLY EVERY GRADE AND STYLE OF PICTUINS
IIOULDINO MANUFACTURED, AND OUR PATTERNS ARE NIPT
THE OlOCII THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUGH WI
ARE MAKING BARGAIN PRICES ON THEIS. OUR AMMIRX-
MUT OF PICTURE MOULDING 18 SO RXTIOIRTIR 7NBAT
YOU WELL IT BE CONYINID TO A PIM PA'TTIRSO NUN
WHICH TO SE' CT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVZ, AND
THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TARE
PLEASURE DI TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULDING
WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES.
JUST RZCZIVID, NEW AND ORIGINAL PICTURES
PASTEL& WATER COLORS AND BURNT ITCHING& 111 MIST
TO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THEIR IS ONLY OVII OW A
KIND.
THE PRICES OF OUR PICTURE mouumios. ---
FRAMES, ANY STYLE AND COLOR RANGE FROM s czwrs 111111.
FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT PICTURES FOR as CMOS
so CENTS 75 CENTS Sim% Sz.so AND UP.
.• C. LEE
316 BROADWAY




Office Phone 309. - - Residence Phone 736
Healthy Bath Rooms
Good plumbing means
good health and this corn -
biped with modern sani:ary
  fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of Your house- Villeadswe Porcela
in
Enameled plumbing firma make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making both room im•
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous wart. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
B. D. EIANNAN.
Both none* 201 132 St 41h•
C. BANNING SEARS, M.11.




We have enlarged our business
are lingered to tern out
baiter\ grade work.
and' Repidrint.
K. C, Rose, Prop.







Will teat acintifically with the lat-
est improved inter:unarm and up ta
date treatment all diseases Of doom-
Jested mimic
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offica Thompson Transfer Co.. Beads
'phones 3sy.
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warm RAILROAD TIME TABLE



















SOUTli SOUND No Uri No.
Cincintiati si 8:20 a.m. 6:0o
Louisville  rsioi p.m. pun
Oweinglere 6:so
Horse Branch . 2:z8 p.m. taiori
Central CIO' . 3:30 Pm. r:03
Nortonville . 4:08 Pan. 140
Evansiii.e   13:50 P 440
Nashville  7:cto
Hopkinivine  945
Pr.,vonton  4:55 P.m. 2:27
Padec.ak  6:io p.m. 340
Paducah  6:15 Pm. 3:45
Foiton  7:20 p.m. 4:50
Gbh.. T.  8:o6 pm. 5:31
Rives  8:13 p.m. 6:ot a.m.
Jackson 7:1n
Memphis I:lo p.m 8:se a.m.






















TRAITS C.- :NHIRITNICa. Ithittgre BAD MEMORY.
En Pontosa '.V4.11 as tn W.Uwe Now He Ones Tetrads's& Mob
Are Certnin Strong Seinalln
Itesznebianse. 
Twain at a Banquet in
London.
One may imagine an artist attem9b
lug, on a wager, to paint a landscape
without using a nage tone of yellow
het us say, or btu. says Frederic Ta
bee Cooper, in the Bookaasa. In the
same way coo may imagine a nor
*list writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
11:30 am world, so silent riarding their knees
a-.35 pm try, their past lives, their present
4;15 p.m surroundings. SO nearly a record ad
4:30 p.m two naked souls, that heredity and
6:00 pm environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. Bet meta • picture,
sack a story, would be • mere toss
de term not an homiest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain,
varying degrees, some yellow sad
some blue. Every human story mast
ooncern Itself with traits inherited
Erma our fathers or acquired through
the compaay we keep.
Lad the novelist to whom his char.
esters are a living reality, men and
women whom he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no pnomptings from Dan.
1a In order to make us recognise
the ties of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photograPhis
lens needs to be prompted In order/
to show, in a family group, how the
buboes eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back In the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to mar that
la souse of our best Nasilisk novels,
In "Belinda" and "Iihnsaa," is "The
Movoasses" and "The MIL on the
noes," enure is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen.
'ban Thaskeray or George Eliot were
emegious of potting there. Tuts say
sees] of tbe nrst magnitude, in which
a whole household Ls described, three
generations of modal, kindly gentle
baLk. Use sort of family that it weld
be a peivtlege to know In real Ma
One of the granciduiltera let us say,
Is the autbor's chief coscers, and tits
vitals book revolves around her per
maelity.
Now if the book is based upon an
tateiligent observation of life 'it Is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked oat the heredity for you,
Mos logarithms, dews to the tenth
decimal. You are tree to work it eel
  Is, yourself, to true the heroine's
  qualities, good and bad. back to their
  varimui sources; to solk/scuw• about
  tirst many things whisk the sathor
  sever once mentioami, perhaps ner
  er siren thought of. In beohs, as wen
as in real life, Uwe are certain tam
117 resemblances that are never 01




















NORTH BOUND No. Iva
New °Titans  7 act p.m
Memphis  645 am.
J ack soft, Tenn.   807 a.m
Rives 
Fulton  10:15 a.m.
Pailercah  111C30 a.m.
Paducah  11:ss a.m.
Priflet00  is:39 poi
Hepkterv.tle  6:15 p.m
Nashville  9:25 P.m
Evansville  3:43 P-m-
Nortomille  :di pm.
Central City  anti pm.
Horse Stanch  37•6
•Owesaboro  '4:55 P-m-
Lortherille  5:33 11-0.-





























NORTH BOUND No. 306 Na gip
Leave Paducah   tea. pa. 450 PAL
Arrive Carboadale  1A15 P.m, 8:40 VIII.
Attire Chicago .. 6:3D a.m. 6305.m.
/Woe St. Lotus  tin pm ymr am.
• • • •••••••11
SOUTH BOUND as










7 ne a.m. .....
:too a at
CAI104111\INVILLE
NORT BOUND riat-dirt 135-833
Leave Nashville   Sao am.  
Leave Hookinsiritla  It zo am. 6:40 ani
Lasve Princeton  a :35 pm. 743
Afrive redoesh  435 P-m. 9:25 2-m
Leave Padecah  6:15 p.m. 9:3o MD
Arrive Cairo  745 .in. II:10 LSI.
/We've St. Louis  rem a.m. 410
6:30 a.m. y.30 p.m.
SOWN DOWD rasSiso 136426
Lava Chicago  6iNi p.m. 9:4o am.
Leavy St.Loois  1:4iipa 1:50 PA'
Leave Cairo  62:so am. s:u p.m
Arrive Paducah   745 a-tn. 7 40 ti-m
Mks ve Pad ace h  740 CM. 3 : TO par.
Arrive Princeton  9:49 a.m. 4:45 p.m.
Arrive Hopkiatsvat 6:to par.
Arrive   •  925 P-uk•
Trains marked (0) 1 y accept Sunday. All other teems rot
daily. Trains toy and igg carry through sleepers between Chichwat.
Memphis and New Orleses; trains to: and toe sleepers between Loots
vile. Memphis sod New Orleans. Thiess Sot and Sas sleepers iodine,
Illidocab and St. Louis. Traits Sot connects at East Cairo with aster
Weeper. For further information. address.
J. T. DONOVAN, agent. City Ticket Office, Psoscsk. L.
R. Y. PRATHER. Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padocab,
F. W. HARWW, D. P. A., LosievNe, Ey.
4 JOHN A. SCCTIT, A. G. P. A., blerapkts„ Tom
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A. Chionga 1111.
W. H. MULL. D. P. A.. St. Loofa irgo
) GAR W. WHITTEMORE.
•
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
algli=r1, warraRN rimmaxY ?Ann MA
Y PAYT LOTS POR INVESTMENT. vwn
11,411113130f MAL SST.ATE pORNAL AND PRICE LOT
SIES TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.





Steam and Not Water Heath&
110110 133. 220 N. Third
41104001411141140114•0411 104104.04.4112411141tfeed410114041041111410411111194111444.
Advertise in the Register and get results
•••••.•
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
bat the Night Grew Suddenly
Chilly and the Love-Making
Was a Frost
Slowly they walked in the twIlliht
—be and she, writes C W. Taylor, is
the Chicago Tribune.
He was no longer in the heyday or
Time, however, had laid light hands
epos kite So had his barber, bin
same: and more artistically, and he
was well groomed.
She was a rate and radiant maiden,
knows to the regular frequenters of
Spotoesk & On's great emporium of
trade as the girl at the robbon counter.
"Mks Itildted." he said, with a sort
of premonitory weak "let as suppose
a raw"
'• an. at What kind. Mr. Mato
Vert" she asked. "Notices? Or rem
IMMO r
"Let um not talk shop, Mks ica
trod. If 'case' suggests business I
will vary the phrase. Let us mud&
or a knotheira.-
"A what"'
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is
supposition, an assumption. • posts
late, a working basis, or an Ides takes
for panted, tor the purpose of laytne
a foundation, establishIni a proposi
Soh or demoustrating a fact Gm
the Wear
*0. yes; anybody can understand
that. Utere more ot It?"
"There is. Some day, my deer girl,
you expect to marry somebody."
"Is that the 117P0---hyPo--
"No; that is one of the eternal
verities. livery pretty girl exPuts I.
merry somebody. Here is the krpoth
oda: Suppose some man, alight!,
past the blooming period of youth,
but well preserved, in full possession
at health, strength, and all his Wel
lestuel faculties—"
"A hypothesis is a man, is itr
"He's a necessary part of this me
Suppose some such man as I am de
scribing; not at all Ill iooking, and
possessed of a reasonable share of this
world's goods, should tall wildly,
madly, desperately in love with Yon.
Miss Mildred—'
"Well?'
"And offer you Ills hand and heart
—do you think YOU could lulu to
love him?"
They walked along a block or two
to slionoo.
Then Mr. hiatewer spoke again.
"Fools a little as if it were going
to snow, doesn't it. Miss ifcCitaalsr
to said.
Strong Argument.
Warasotor. Edillidd, has mimed to
giro the government a site for a an,
airy barrack& though One of tho dty
oonnolbarta used a stanag arrustest.
Be urged that the presence of 1,11111
Wars In tows would end the pre.
OWN! asasetty Mare at &mai* de.
Ms* sunINSa. - .0 • •••••
Among the many people entertained
by Sir Henry Irving durina ale lea
seeship of the Lyceum was hlarli
Twain. Irving gave him a banquet is
the greenroom after a performanoe one
night, with • distinguished comma,
present, says the Brooklyn Citizen
When Sir Irving arose to Drones* Mt
guest's health, the humorist's name es
Piped Mtn completely and the result
was something like this, but the read
elt meat imagine the high and nasal
taus Of the actor:
"Gentlemen—I rise to perform •
very agreeable duty—a most Important
and pleasurable honor (mental aside:
'What Is that name") We ham with
es tonight as our guest the most dim
tinguished of our compatriots from
wrens the water (I'd give to-nigbt's
rearipts if I could WO wise the devil
be is)—a man whom you all haw and
I, (Ha! ha! )—a man whose genial
humor, whose delicate satire has
amused and entertained two beton
phones ('Drat my memory!')--a man
whose name is • household word
wherever the Engin& language Is spok-
en ('except to me!')—a man in a word
wko is the laughing link which blade
England and America closer thas any
intonational treaty can do- I propose
the kaalth—of--of this man—I propose
the bealth—ot —this man—I peewee
the health of—of—(in a sudden burst
if nagnemoale discovery)—of Samuel
Mart Twain!"
ilIkish Is on • per with Si Henry's
O0111110rablo refugee* to a faareas
Iimmican comedies as "oar little
bleed, Nato Goodwin."
WAS LOADED FOR WITCHES
Soldier of Ancient Date Always
Dud Silver Ballets is
"hoot Them.
— -
In witeheraft lore silver seems te
bare been credited with great power
so diapers' evil spirits, says the Ptil-
adelptila Record. In an old book on
the subject one reads of a "vallient
Souldier who had skill in Necromancy,*
and who always used "silver bullets
to shoot away the witches." Tee ed.
deuces of such superstition are brought
directly to the modern eye through the
discovery made by a Pennsylvania
farmer.
Mr. Veddermaa is interested in cu-
rios. and purchased recently an old
musket at a farmhouse sale. From its
appearance the weapon antedates the
revolution It was in • deplorable
state of rust, and In cleaning it tin
new owner discovered that it was
loaded.
He careful?, withdrew the charge,
sad to his surprise found Instead of
snlieth two silver abillin.ge, dated 1711,
tiatly wadded with lsaves of a Bible
of ancient print Beaeath the coins
was a Nraidn lock of hair and a piece
of paper containina an illegible quo
The gunpowder was coarse and
undoubtedly of colonial manufacture
The whole looks very mach like
charmed charge, calculated to lemma
tab some weird :ay of the broom
stick.
HUNTERS CARRYING DEER.
arraneement by Which the Task le
'tendered Comparatively
Buy.
My companion was set at tying the
legs of the deer together, while I one
down a birch sapling semi Wee beim
In diameter and about tea tut Is lenith.
writes Joke Boyd, in Reereatios.
A birch tree was camas beams it ie
clean and springy, and bales tough
grained • lesser else can be used thrum
would be necessary with some other va-
rieties, the extra weight of which count
for much on a long carry.
This completed, the pole was pushed
between the legs, now tied together at
tbe knee joints, and the bead of the sal-
e:Lel secured by rope close up to the car
eying pole.
Ills an advantage to get the animal Is
as compact a mass as possible, for in go-
ing through dense bush every additional
foot of burden you have to push and
guide through the maze of branches the
harder it will be on the carriers; and if
the body of the deer is well lashed to the
pole and as close up to it as possible the
less strain there will be when you get
foto step in the open or when climbing
over obstructions, getting up or down
bills, or crossing streams on a fallen
tree. It is In such places that the pen-
dulum-like motion becomes a nuisance,
hut which is readily overcome by elesing
that the animal Is bound close to the car-
rying pole.
Holland Smoking Society.
A isrliament of smokers which was
organized at Laeken, in Holland, ty a
society which calls Itself the Vlaamerit-
Npenrookers, has ended in the vic-
tory of one Frank Kos in the principal
contest. Kos established a record of
keeping his pipe alight for three hours
and seven minutes without asking for
a second match The aeoond in this
competition was a man named Mer-
tens, who kept his alight for two hours
and 67 minutes, and the third Wu one' pad
Brunie!, who smoked without a break
for two bows and three-quarters.






He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER.
1
Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOUR TAMIL NEW PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
IN SERVING SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-
ES, ETC.
  MOOING GIP TS
OP SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NEW AND BSAUTLFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
J. L.IWANNER jEWELER9 OP TICIAN
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND RMBALMER81
f* White Ambulance for sick and injured on1N--
Mike and residence 213 South 3rd Street'






Ralson and Victor Pbasegrapbs
and a Omura' Supply of mak
ea hand. If you went to boy,
It will pay yoa to eall and an
oar stoat
Look oat for our Holiday
waft Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.








Office 306 Broadway Phones:Office 383—Rasidauce 1696
London's Trading Square. 
(Incot pointed.)
Tke city of London, theInile ems,
isignetipalily In which the bulk of Ion-
don's financial and, whole's/a Dopiness
Is doze, Is likely soon to suppress an
kiwis of strait trading.
"Cahn" POlIC4011011.
' The Pride* municipal comihittess
Who visited London recently wore
pateelpidly sem* In the Ilaitheli Med/





SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FREIGHT, MACHIN •
EST AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD S.
OFFICE SECOND AND MOb ROE. BOTH PHONES.
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• t.Si • . Ci
GUM, BEECH 4NI1 OAK FLOORING, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DEED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHED. • TWIN BRAID— OUR OWN MAKE
Both Phones 26.






TIM candy strictly conforms so- the
:stnat pate food in pan-
Zlid to be equal 
to other brands
e the price. Olt. selellitardar
sad Sunday only. We padded,






At eight o'clock this morning the
•teamcr Dick. Fowler will leave for
Cairo. She comes back tonight about
1 o'clock.
'The steamer Kentucky is out of the
annessec rtycr.._ She lays until five
o'clock tomorrow iffetnon beiore de-
iarting on her return thzt way. -
Th0 'Jbe Fowler come. in today
from Evansville and .skips out im-
mediately on, her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins went to
Evansville yesterday and comes bad(
Tomorrow.
The City of Saltillo leaves St. Louis
this afternoon, and gets here Sunday
--n route to the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee should pass down
toroorrow, bound from Cincinnati to
The Du4ley gets to Nashville to-
night, leaves there tornorrow, and
reaches this city Sundoy She lays
Instil Monday before skipping out for
Clarksville.
The Catherine has passed up, en-
route from Cairo to Rroc Care. TB,
.ifter a tow if crushed cock.
Captains lirosere and Spratige of
the coal combine, were here yester-
day en route to lifouod City, III., to
istspct a boat they hhve undetgoirig
repairs an the ways there.
Capt. Ryan Resigned.
Cart Marion Ryan, who for many
her. was captairt of beaks in the
sersiec of the Evansville Packet Cont-.
piny, has resigned his position as
ceptain. of the- Morning Star. Capt
an will bc missed in the service of
e company by p host of warm, per-
nal itiriende afT.Slong the river, as
wa.; one of the best boatmen and
?nest popular men on the river and
no rna:i had more warm friend, than
he. Ile retires to-take a nauch-m.eded
rtst, and leaves the service of the
,7ompany with the good will and‘good
wishes of the high officials and stack.








ITAND THE TEST OF
'ME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND





QOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
SOT IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE 11/3GEST LINE.




We Are Making Very Low Prices on souse Bills.
JUNIOR ENDEAVOR
ENTERTAINMENT
HAPPY SOCIAL GIVEN AT KEN-
TUCKY AVENUE PRESBY-
TERIAN CHURCH.
Miss sie Souder and Mr. Charles
R. Hall Were United in Wedlock
Yesterday—Social Calendar.
A *cry enjoyable time was indudged
lit . evening at the Kentucky
4,:canc Presbyterian church during
enotial and banquet given by the
.asior tGluistian Endeavor of that
n. • Many friends were
Present, the luncheon consisting of
many &cheer.
Marry Hers.
'clock yesterday afternoonAt -
ham Agis Davis and Mt. W. G. Wil-
ms of Cnaninglram, Ky., were united
in marriage at the residence of Rev
Calvin M. Thompson of the First Bap-
tist church, on Madison near Eighth
street.
Elaborate Dance.
About los) couples enjoyed 'a big
dance last es-tiring at die Red Men's
hall, on North Fourth street, it being
a Thanksgiving affair of much de-
light.
Box Social at Church.
The Thiforl street Methodist church
was fined last eresiss by an im-
mense throng attending she box so-
cial given by the ladies of the con-
gregation.
IR ?Tied Yesterday.
Miss Souder and M. Charles
R. Hall w, • united in marriage yes-
terday aft, (son at 4o'clock in the
Wore ?f ,• Illinois Central railroad
hospital West Broadway.' Rev
W. E. Ca% of the First Presbbyterian
church oft •ated at the ceremony
which seas -.oliteired by departure for
a bridal toar to New °dears by the
happy pair. On their return they take
up their abode in the groom'. family
residence on Fifth and Harrison
streets. -
Both are' well known people of
Paducah, the bride being the popular
nurse who has been associated with
the Itostal for some years, end the
groom the thriving tobacco elee.cr.
Wed at Celconda.
:Yesterday many friends %%ere de-
lightfully surprised to !corn that the
night before Miss Marie Povritskey
and Mr. Leslie Johnson of this city
went to Golconda, Ill. where they.?
were tnarried.
The bride is a dainty- and charm-
ing young lady of much popularity,
the daughter of Mrs. :W. C. Warren
of North Sixth street."'''''''' *
. The happy groom is a fine young
fellow of sterling qualities, and the
youngest son of Officer Wm. John-
son of the police department.
They will reside here.
1:',,YD; C. Club Tom6iCow.
Miss Nelia Ilatfield of North
St'venth, entertains the P. D. C. club




IS SOUGHT IN CONGRESS
Basis 
,
for Attacks in Many States to
Be Laid, It Is Exoected.
Wash it 4ton. D. C., Nov. 28.—One
of the matters which will come up
carly in Ole congressional session will
be a. res( lution calling for e govern-
ment inv. stigation of the Pullman
Palace Car Company.- A prominent,
representatives has promised to in-
troduce sech a resolution as soon as
Possible. Ite wants to know whether
the comploiy- has been charging ex-
orbantly for its service, and of- its
relations to the railroads.
'The recent stock dividend of The
Pullman Company of $30,000,000, and
the immense surplus the company
has piled uo. have attracted attention
to- this s pa rt .cular conmern.
In Iowa ii law limiting any Vullinan
charge in the state of $t already is
proposed. In other states efforts aret
snaking to curb the sleeping car ex-
actions. The government's investiga-
tion is expected. to reveal facts that
sviltfurnish a tokis for restrictive leg-
islation in mat* tates.
• " 4
A HIGHLY RE- AfIEMPT TO
SPECTED CITIZEN SHOW, BAILEY
(Goodwood from Poop Chin)
— — —
I Lumber Company, and Al'es Sara A.Weeks, both of this city. His twosons, Messrs John and William
Woaks, and one daughter, Mrs. Liz-
zik Weeks McKinney, preceded him
to the grave„ the two foresee only a
few years ago, white Mrs. illicKiusey
possed away during 1877 at Roaring
Springs, Ky. She was the•snother of
Mr. Roy W. laiKinoey, the com-
mission merchast of South Second
street.
His two surviving brothers are
'Messrs W. C. Weeks sad J. H.
Weaks of Dover. Tenn., who were at
the bedside of death they ' having
been summoned here several days
ago.
The funeral arrangements wilt be
made today .
--"Dog Island" near Sur;thdand, is
to be sold shortly, it beitsaging to
the estate of the late Aattorney
Charles Watts of that city, who died
in Deaver. Colo., some months ago.
The estate being settled, necessitates
sale of the island.
'LET HIM HANG,' SAYS
FATHER OF BANDIT
J. C. Rumay Refuses to Aid His
YoungTrain Robber Son.
Chicago, NOV. 39—I. C. Ramsey.
tfl Francisco street, step father of
Jesse Glyde•Rumsey. the young han-
dit who held up a stain at Glasgow. I
Mo., yesterday has washed hit hands
of his outlaw relative. •
"Let him hang," he Paid. Will
not contribute a cent to saye him.
"He left me ten years ago and
since then has kept me in hot water
getting him out of scrapes. Now I
am through with him forever."
SENATOR MAY BE IN-
DICTED FOR LAND FRAUD
Federal (k-and Jury at Salt Lake City
Avant Corporations and Men.
Salt Lake City, Nov. a.—Tbe fed-
eral grand jury, which has been sitting
here for the last two weeks, has voted
to return five true bills against cor-
porations and against some of the per-
sons who have been implicated in the
wholesale stealing of public lands in
state of Wyoming. It is alleged a
United States senator, a judge of the 
General J. P. Lightfoot, gone over
the fact to which he testified, but,supreme court of the state and an .
official high in the employ 
of the without any expectation at the time
government are insolved. that he
 would be called upon to tes-
tify in the case. The witness left
the employe of the Waters Pierce
Ord Company in mos and the defense
objected to his failure to answer the
cress-interrogatory as to when such
conversation with Judge LightfoOt
had been held and who had paid his
expenses and for. his loss of time,
when coming to talk over the situa-
tion with him.
After leaving the ernpl.oy of the
Waters Pierce Oil Company the wit-
ness entered the employ gi
Pierce in New York, resigning the lat
ter place in November, Kos, accord-
ing to his deposition, and the defense
asked the question if he had not then
returned to St. Louis, and had an in-
tfrview with J. D. Johnson in which
he stated that if Mr. Pierce did not
pay him at the rate of $2,000 per year
for the fourteen years he had been
employed he would quit. T. witness
did not answer this -question, and
the defense objected to this failure.
(C.matianed from Page (oe.)
PRIZE FIGHTER CONVERTED
Calls off Match and Sends Former
Rival a Bible.
Omaha, Neti., Nov. 29.—"Kid"
Wedge, the champion light-weight
pugilist of Arkansas, was converted
yesterday at revival nieetiags now
being held in this city. He at once
called off the fight he was to have
with Guy Buckles here, sent Buck-
les a bible and wrote him a fervent
letter urging him to quit the p-ize
ring and become religion.
Mrs. Rosa Lewis, chief culinary art
ist of the Cavendish hotel. London
is believed to draw a larger salary
than any other female cook in the
world. She is paid $ts,000 a year for
her services and so widespread is
her fame that graduates from her
kitchen are always sure of good posi-
tions.
between the defendants and other oil
e:•mpanies in the state were not suf-
ficently set out and as pleaded, were
int:levant and tended merely to in-
flame the minds of the jury.
The state argued that the alleged
rebates and cut prices at various
points in the state were material to
the case, es the proof would show
they were given only in return for ex-
dative contracts with the merchants.
receiving them, and did lea tend to
'lower the price of oil to regular coi-
1 tamers, or at points in the state
where the defendant already controll-
ed the market; that the combinations
complained of Weft for the purpose
of controlling and fixing the prices
in an arbitrary manner trust fans of
the state.
Judge V. L Brooks this afternoon
overruled all the general and specific
exceptions of the defendant's demur-
rers to the amended petition of the
state. • Arguments were then begun
on the motion to suppress the deposi-
tion of J P. Cruet, said to be the
star witness for the state, whose tes-
timony cowered a period of fourteen
years, during which he was an em-
ploye and official of the Waters
Pierce Oil Company and the Stand
ard Oil Company and also in the em-
ploy of H. C. Pierce.
The argument on the motion of
plaintiff to suppress depositions was
begun by Judge R. 1... Penn., the de-
position of Witness J. P. Gruet be-
ats first taken up. This deposition.
alibi! Judge Pena, contained fifty-five
direct interrogatories sod gob efalls
interrogatories.
The majority of objections to the
deposition were based on alleged
failure of the witness to answer fully
and sufficiently many of the direct
and cross interrogatories.
The questions answered by this
witness were largely with reference
to the connction between the Stand-
ard Oil and Waters Pierce Oil Com-
pany, he haring been vice president.
general manager and director of the
cld Waters Pierc Oil Company and
a diector in the original and reor-
ganized Waters Pierce. Oil Company
for fourteen years.
The witness in his depositiou stal-
ed that he had previously, in a verbal
conversation with Assistant Attorney
RAILROAD PRES.
WEIS HORRIBLE
(cierignaed From First Page.)
yens, a portion of the road
protect ivy block system. train Was
stopped 4w slight repairs to a coup-
ling. Paisenger train No. 37, follow-
ing No. and being given a clear
block. mit into. the rear of No. it
rcsulherpla a aerials" wreck. Pres-
entgliehees indicate the collision was
probably due to negligence of the op-
erator in allowing No. 37 to pass the
block. President Samuel Spencer. of
the Souther* Railway Company, and
a party of friends were in an ollficer's
ear at the rear of No, 3.% mod the nit
ports are that President Spencer







dent was one of the
country. 
3441 
es , president of
-. 
bens 
the Southern, he was a director in
a number of the largest railroads in
the c at . agel. was one time3assisy
presid • 'the -13. & O.
His Spencer, married
Miss Katticrioe Price, of this city,
the thiNgliter of 'kr. John Price, and
one of Mitonceit popular girls in Lon-
illrilk. kit ie general manager of the
Si. Louis & Louisville and the Ken•
tucky division of the Southern. and
lived here for some time. He is now
statiosied in St. Louis. President
Spencer was fifty-nine years of age.
ANOTHER STOW: OF WRECK
Says President Spencer and Two
Odors Lost Their Lives.
Knoxville, Tenn., Nov. ao.—A re-
port reached the office of Gen. Sept.
M. M. Richey, of the Southern rail-
way, in this city, this morning, that
President Samuel Spencer, of the
Southern railway, and three other
gentlemen were killed this morning
near Petersburg or Lynchburg. Vs.,
while traveling in Mr Spencer's pri-
vate oar. Mr. Riebey's information
i• ohat the air became defective on a




Ash Maple , Oak 
,
Beech Walnut Elm Interior
Finish
438 South 3esid
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.- POLAR WANT *
4 1
a • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
WANTED — Kaparissiced boob.
keeper. Address Boa 17.
FOR SALE—Horse, beam "sad
harness, and one stake warm, very
cheap Telephone
FOR RENT: Suite of rooms. Pis-
pire flats. Apply to L S. DuBois...
FOR RENT: Eight room boom.
I
West End. AU modern improvement*
Apply to L. 1 DuBois.
FOR RENT—Llcgeot flats, %v.
smith
am 
and Broadway Apply to 11.
se 
POlt miaowed oisdk Owe your
Ileistaiss order to /Was& Pslotile
Boolt-Dindlag Cs Mews au
MOWWill _ mgt. "alartlibellail atille 2114
suit books by 'he week, the
fob Tereus 
Itas 
JOHN D. SIEITH, Jr.. ill Faure.
ity
WANIIIID FOS U. & A1/31.--
Abloboilied astearried mem beestope
tees of at and 33; chimes of Weed
watts, of geed ebarosser am Ilsaine-
ogre habits, who can speak mad aid
*rite Ruilish. For illlibralNaia• op-
r,it to *varnish's Officer, New Rialit-
woad Roam Paducah. Er
ummomwimi 
c:•11-ing the first section of No. 37 to
"cat the rue of No 3, which car-
ried President Spencer's eac. It is
presumed here Mr. Spencer was en
route to Coluentoki or Jacksonville.
One of the gentlemen in the car is
raid to have been a Mr. Slaulton, and
another a Mr. Davis, connected with
the Southern railway telegraph ser-
vice. The name of the third is ant
yet reported.
Mr. Richey says thete is much ex-
citement incident to the reported es
aster, and positive information and
full details of the accident are ref
unobtainable.
An argument is the preface to a
quarrel.
Tie err is human—to lie ghost it is
more human.
Boot Sala Extra-Ordinary
nilkom DO YOT KICA21101P SUCHOVALUIt3
AND NEVILR BZFORLd INUPADUCA.H1
SELD0111 DO YOU ERAS QF SUCH VALUES AND =VIII
BrepiE /If PADUCAH,
Theasuoil of the prettiest, daintiest and best books ptillieol
be on sale. These books are Jost the thing for Christmas rionem-
birmatea,.tbsy 'laden the heart and please the foxy.
t1rd aro orferial the siz bfggest selling hooks is the United
Illoga at sec each but you can get them only at our store.
SALE BEGINS MONDAY, NOv. 26
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